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1 Introduction

Dear Colleagues,

We are pleased to launch for the general public, in particular those with interests in research and teaching of Astronomy, the
first issue of the Astronomy Education Journal (AEJ).

The AEJ was announced with the first call for papers in 2nd December 2020. Since then, there were 35 submitted papers, 9
papers were rejected, and 10 papers are yet in the review process.

In this issue we publish seven articles in two sections:

• Astronomy Education Research
• Astronomy Education and Practice

2 Astronomy Education Research

• Assessing preservice elementary teachers’ enactment of science practices using children’s astronomy storybooks, by Julia D.
Plummer, Kyungjin Cho, Christopher Palma, Daniel F. Barringer, Timothy Gleason and Katie Nolan.

• Interactive cosmology visualization using the Hubble Ultra Deep Field data in the classroom, by Liam J. Nolan, Mira R. Mechtley,
Rogier A.Windhorst, Karen Knierman, Teresa A. Ashcraft, Seth H. Cohen, Scott Tompkins and Lisa M.Will

3 Astronomy Education and Practice

• A historical method approach to teaching Kepler’s 2nd law, by Wladimir Lyra.
• An observational project for a large class – determination of the duration of the sidereal day, by William Tobin.
• Timing pulsars: An exercise in statistical analysis and the scientific process, by John R. Walkup, JosephWhite and Roger Key.
• Resource guides for astronomy educators and their students, by Andrew Fraknoi.
• Should we teach general relativity in high school? Why and how?, by Jorge. E. Horvath and Pedro. H. R. S. Moraes

4 Background

At the inaugural IAU Astronomy Education Conference (AstroEdu) in 2019, we announced the intention to launch a new Astronomy
Education Journal (AEJ). Today, we are happy to inform you that the journal is publishing its first issue. This online journal aims to
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be a key global publication platform for both researchers and practitioners, in the field of Astronomy Education, Research, and Methods.

AEJ aims to meet the needs of the astronomy education community by providing a location for all manner of practical, news-
worthy and scholarly publications involving developments in the field. In a sense, the journal tries to capture the original spirit whilst
taking on board the important lessons from the, now out-of-print, Astronomy Education Review.

By focusing on building community collaboration, disseminating important news and opinions, while also maintaining a sec-
tion on more formal, technical, Astronomy Education Research (AER). This research section intends to compliment the current
scholarly discipline-based work undertaken by, for example, Latin-American Journal of Astronomy Education (RELEA), the Journal of
Astronomy & Earth Sciences Education (JAESE) and, recently, the acceptance of AER articles into Physical Review Physics Education
Research (PRPER).

Inspired by our sibling, IAU Commission C2: Communicating Astronomy with the Public journal, the CAP journal, we will accept
various types of articles. AEJ will draw on journals such as the CAP Journal, Nature, and Science, to incorporate both peer-reviewed
and non-peer reviewed articles. There will be a peer-reviewed section of research articles that will be incorporated into AEJ’s scholarly
indices. These research articles will be formally peer-reviewed as traditional scientific journal manuscripts and, as such, need to be of
a sufficient scholarly standard as recommended by, for example, Scopus. In addition, there is also scope for published invited reviews
written by specialists of the area of AER. There will also be a less formal, non-peer-reviewed, but edited and curated section that
contains other relevant material, such as, news, announcements, interviews, opinions, resources, correspondences, best-practices,
classroom and astronomical activities, to help circulate information among the community.

More information about the journal and instructions for authors can be found at: https://www.astroedjournal.org. We welcome
everyone to submit manuscripts to AEJ.

You can use the text above to advertise this release of AEJ in your countries or international platforms to reach the interested
readers and authors.

5 Acknowledgements

We are grateful to the managing editor Dr. Saeed Salimpour for his work towards the publication of this issue, the editorial board,
authors, referees, and all those who, directly or indirectly, assists us in the continuity of this initiative and, in particular, in the preparation
of this edition.
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Assessing preservice elementary
teachers’ enactment of science
practices using children’s astronomy
storybooks
Julia D. Plummer1,*, Kyungjin Cho2, Christopher Palma1, Daniel F.
Barringer3, Timothy Gleason1 and Katie Nolan1

1The Pennsylvania State University, USA ; 2Duksung Women’s University, South Korea ; 3Texas State University,
USA
*jdp17@psu.edu

Abstract
Purposefully-designed, science content courses have the potential to help prepare future elementary teachers by
helping to develop their understanding of the practices of science. We extend research on how science content courses
can prepare future elementary teachers by investigating how students’ experiences in such a course contributes to
their ability to enact coherent use of science practices within a science investigation. We investigated U.S. college
students’ enactment of coherent science inquiry investigations after completing an inquiry-based astronomy course
designed for preservice elementary teachers. We assessed preservice teachers’ (N=63) enactment of the coherence
between question, data gathering, and evidence-based explanations using a novel format: student-generated
astronomy-based children’s storybooks. Most students (59%) wrote storybooks featuring coherent investigations; in
other words, their stories featured characters who linked an investigation question to data collection and to an
evidence-based explanation. Over the three years of data collection, the percentage of preservice teachers who wrote
coherent investigations in their final storybooks increased from 35% to 71% suggesting that additional scaffolding
provided by the faculty in years 2 and 3 helped students understand these practices. Our findings suggest that
purposefully-designed, science content courses can help preservice teachers learn about coherent science inquiry in
astronomy. We also suggest that projects tied to the students’ own future careers, such as creating children’s science
storybooks, can be used as assessment tools by faculty to assess preservice teachers’ development of science practices.

Keywords: Science practices; Preservice teachers; Storybooks

1 Introduction

The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States,
2013) have raised the bar for what is expected of preservice
elementary teachers in the U.S. as they begin their careers teach-
ing science to young children. The current reform-based ap-

proach to teaching science is likely to challenge new elementary
teachers in the complex ways it represents science practices (Mc-
Neill et al., 2017); their own K-12 experiences, as well as experi-
ences in college science classrooms, frequently present science
in a more fragmented, fact-oriented view, rather than one that
embraces questions, evidence, and inquiry (National Research
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Council, 2012; Roth and Garnier, 2007). Yet, university-level
science courses designed to support this reform-based perspec-
tive can make a difference in preparing new elementary teach-
ers for future science teaching (Avraamidou and Zembal-Saul,
2010; Haefner and Zembal-Saul, 2004). This study investigated
one such university science course for preservice elementary
teachers and how a novel assessment opportunity––writing a
children’s storybook––might provide insights into these future
teachers’ understanding of science practices.

2 Conceptual Framework: Coherent
Science Inquiry Investigations

Our research highlights the importance of preservice teach-
ers’ developing an understanding of science practices. Science
practices describe behaviours that scientists engage in as they
hypothesize and investigate about the natural world. The sci-
ence practices framework we draw on is based on the coherent
science inquiry investigation (CSII)(Plummer and Tanis Ozce-
lik, 2015), which focuses on the coherence between scientific
questions, data gathering, and evidence-based explanations
during investigations. Plummer and Tanis Ozcelik Plummer and
Tanis Ozcelik adapted the CSII framework from Roth and col-
league’s coherent science content storyline (CSCS) (Roth and
Garnier, 2007; Roth et al., 2011). Roth and colleagues recom-
mend that teachers develop lessons that follow CSCS, which
involves identifying one main learning goal, communicating
that goal to students, selecting activities and representations
that reflect that goal, and carefully sequencing activities in ways
that build toward that goal. Building on the ways Roth et al. used
coherence –– an inter-connection between goals and activities
to form a whole –– the CSII organizes students’ consistent use
of science practices around the investigation’s main goal as the
unit of analysis (Plummer and Tanis Ozcelik, 2015). In a CSII
experience, students’ investigation focuses on making sense of
a single phenomenon or related set of phenomena as they con-
struct explanations based on evidence in response to a question
or problem about the phenomenon; they may also use other
science practices, such as modelling or argumentation, during
the investigation in ways that support the development of their
explanation. Educators design CSIIs by purposefully choosing
and sequencing activities in ways that help students attempt
to answer the question by making sense of data to form an
evidence-based explanation (Plummer and Tanis Ozcelik, 2015).
Focusing on coherence between practices towards developing
an evidence-based explanation may allow students to develop
deeper understandings of the phenomenon and the use of sci-
ence practices.

An important component of U.S. preservice teachers’ pro-
fessional development is learning to understand and use the
NGSS. The NGSS provides science content standards for the
physical sciences, life sciences, earth and space sciences, and
engineering and technology; standards describing cross-cutting
concepts (core ideas that are relevant within and across the dif-
ferent disciplinary areas); and standards for science practices.
These standards were developed to improve science education
for students in grades K-12 (ages 5-18) in the U.S. by guiding
curriculum and assessment development. Many U.S. preservice
teachers will be expected to address these standards in their
classrooms in the future. Therefore, we drew on recent frame-
works for science practices providing guidance and explanation
for the Next Generation Science Standards in the U.S. (National
Research Council, 2012; McNeill et al., 2017) and providing spe-
cific guidance for teachers working with elementary students
in science (McNeill, 2011; Zembal-Saul et al., 2013) to provide
additional details to our initial CSII framework in order to clar-
ify our definition of specific science practices used in our study.

Scientists observe and investigate the world towards achieving
two goals: "(1) to systematically describe the world and (2) to
describe and test theories and explanations of how the world
words" (National Research Council, 2012, p. 59). Across all inves-
tigations with our students, we emphasized the importance of
constructing evidence-based explanations, which "focus on a
specific question about a phenomenon and construct a how or
why account for that phenomenon" (McNeill et al., 2017, p. 207).
As our course was designed primarily for preservice elementary
teachers, we began with helping them learn to make careful
observations that can lead to identifying patterns that need to
be explained or further questions to be explored (Zembal-Saul
et al., 2013). Thus, students were encouraged to engage in in-
vestigations that generated data both relevant to their question
and sufficient to support the claims being made about the phe-
nomenon (NGSS Lead States, 2013; Windschitl, 2017). The how
or why account (i.e., scientific reasoning) in the evidence-based
explanations draws on a science model or science principle to
construct a causal account. We engaged our students in fur-
ther investigation to test explanatory models, as this can help
deepen their understanding of the theories that explain their
observations and extend their understanding of how scientists
investigate the world.

3 Supporting Preservice Teachers’
Understanding and Enactment of
Science Practices

To support elementary students’ conceptual understanding of
natural phenomena, elementary teachers need to be prepared to
support students in constructing evidence-based explanations
during instruction (McNeill, 2011; Zangori and Forbes, 2013).
Studies in teacher education indicate that specially designed
content courses for preservice elementary teachers may help
them develop this understanding of science practices. These
courses are designed to prepare teachers for teaching with sci-
ence practices by engaging them in content investigations that
bring particular science practices to the forefront of the discus-
sion (Haefner and Zembal-Saul, 2004). In other words, by consid-
ering a sociocultural perspective on learning (Vygotsky, 1986)
and a model of learning science practices that is developed
through extended teacher participation in learning moments by
using those practices (Ford, 2008), preservice teachers are hy-
pothesized to develop a more integrated knowledge of science
and science practices, for the purpose of their future teaching,
through their own personal actions of engaging in scientific
inquiry with their peers.

Studies with preservice and new elementary teachers provide
some insight into how a purposefully designed course for pre-
service teachers might support their development of teaching
practices. Haefner and Zembal-Saul (2004) investigated an in-
novative science content course designed to engage preservice
elementary teachers in science inquiry. Through participation
in the course, the preservice teachers’ views of science shifted
towards one that emphasized scientific process over product as
they developed an increased understanding of the experimental
aspects of science. Further, after participation in the course the
participants "became more accepting of approaches to teach-
ing science that encourage children to investigate phenomena
about which they have questions" (p. 1670). Avraamidou and
Zembal-Saul (2010) investigated two first year teachers’ use of
science practices with students in their classrooms. As under-
graduates, one of the teachers had taken three courses specif-
ically designed to support preservice teachers’ understanding
of the practices of science; the other had only taken traditional
science courses. The teacher who had taken the specially de-
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signed science course engaged her students in the language of
constructing and communicating claims through inquiry-based
investigations while the other new teacher used limited scientific
discourse in her classroom. Drawing on evidence from interviews
that highlight coherence between the teachers’ knowledge of
science teaching practices and beliefs about what experiences
shaped their teaching, Avraamidou and Zembal-Saul point to
the important role played by the purposefully designed con-
tent courses in shaping the first teacher’s practice. Zangori and
Forbes (2013) also emphasized the importance of attending
to preservice teachers’ own understanding and enactment of
science practices as this will shape how they engage students in
the future. Using multiple case study design, they found that ele-
mentary preservice teachers who had difficulty conceptualizing
their own ideas about constructing evidence-based explanations
struggled to support their students in this practice.

Research on college-level astronomy courses provides ad-
ditional insight into how a science content course designed
around science practices might help develop preservice elemen-
tary teachers’ understanding of science practices. Plummer
and Tanis Ozcelik (2015) studied preservice teachers who en-
gaged in an extended astronomy investigation that scaffolded
students’ participation in collaborative sense-making around
modelling and evidence-based explanations, as part of their
science methods course. Preservice teachers who developed
CSIIs in their lesson plans included more complex sense-making
practices (i.e., evidence-based explanations and generating rep-
resentations) than preservice teachers who did not develop for
CSIIs in their lessons. Plummer and Tanis Ozcelik also found
that preservice teachers with higher astronomy content scores
were more likely to develop coherent science investigations in
the lesson plans they wrote than students with lower scores.
Slater, Slater, and Shaner (2008) investigated a course for pre-
service elementary teachers where students learned astronomy
through backwards-faded scaffolding investigations: removing
supports to shift towards open-ended inquiry over the course
of the semester. After taking the course, students showed sig-
nificant improvement in their understanding of both science
practices and the astronomy content. Further research has also
found that non-science majors improve their understanding
of inquiry after taking an introductory astronomy course us-
ing backwards-faded scaffolding investigations (Lyons, 2011;
Sibbernsen, 2014). However, another study using the same
curriculum materials and the same research instrument in an
introductory astronomy course found no improvement (Stewart,
2013). Stewart’s study suggests that the nature of the guided
experience––how the instructor engages the students in dis-
course around the investigations––is critical to shaping learners’
knowledge of when and how to use science practices.

Taken together, these studies suggest university science
courses may play an important role in preparing preservice
teachers to engage in science discourse and enact science
practices, in preparation for their future teaching (Haefner and
Zembal-Saul, 2004; Lyons, 2011; Plummer and Tanis Ozcelik,
2015; Sibbernsen, 2014; Slater et al., 2008). College science
courses that emphasize engagement in the practices of science
and that scaffold preservice teachers’ experiences over time have
the opportunity to develop preservice teachers’ understanding
of science practices, which in turn may shape how they are pre-
pared to cultivate their future elementary students’ understand-
ing of science phenomena (Avraamidou and Zembal-Saul, 2010;
Zangori and Forbes, 2013).

4 Science Curriculum and Children’s Sci-
ence Storybooks

Our study considered how we can further preservice teachers’
education by facilitating their engagement with curriculum ma-
terials as we investigated their development of storybooks as a
form of curriculum design. Curriculum materials serve as tools to
mediate a teacher’s planning and enactment in the classroom
(Brown, 2009; Forbes, 2011). Teachers need curriculum materi-
als to be accurate with coherent contents, have clear purpose
for learning, and provide multiple opportunities for students to
represent their ideas (Davis and Krajcik, 2005). However, while
elementary teachers often use curriculum materials for their
science instruction, they rarely have an opportunity to write their
own curriculum materials (Forbes, 2011).

Children’s science storybooks are an important classroom
resource and could be useful tools to support young learners
in engaging with science practices (Plummer and Cho, 2020;
Pringle and Lamme, 2005). Murmann and Avraamadou (2014)
investigated the use of stories as learning tools for elementary
students during an inquiry-based investigation. They found that
while the stories have significant potential, their use as a tool for
science inquiry is dependent on the teacher’s understanding
and beliefs about science teaching and learning. This suggested
to us that helping our preservice teachers write storybooks that
include CSIIs could be an important step towards their own de-
velopment as teachers who plan to use stories as tools for inquiry.
We asked the preservice teachers in our course to write a chil-
dren’s storybook within the domain of astronomy––the focus
of our course––that included a character or characters partici-
pating in an investigation that concludes with constructing an
evidence-based explanation. This type of children’s storybook is
similar to a dual-purpose storybook which not only includes an
entertaining, character-driven narrative but also conveys factual
science content (Donovan and Smolkin, 2002). While typical
dual-purpose children’s storybooks present factual information
through insets or diagrams, we encouraged students to integrate
science content and practices directly through their storybook’s
narrative. Similar dual-purpose storybooks have been used to
support preschool-age children in constructing evidence-based
explanations by communicating questions or problems that
connect to investigations of scientific phenomena (Plummer
and Cho, 2020). Thus, engaging preservice teachers with this
storybook format could provide them with a potentially useful
pedagogical tool in their future teaching.

The storybooks also served as a novel method to assess
our preservice teachers’ enactment of science as a process of
constructing explanations from evidence through coherent
science inquiry investigations. Students needed to take what
they learned in our course about astronomy and coherent
science inquiry investigations and apply that to writing their
storybook. Our study was guided by the following research
question: In what ways do dual-purpose storybooks, written by
preservice elementary teachers at the end of an astronomy
content course, demonstrate an ability to enact coherent
investigations that lead to evidence-based explanations in
astronomy?

5 Methods

5.1 Context of the course

The research subjects were drawn from three separate offer-
ings of an astronomy content course designed specifically for
pre-service elementary teachers at a large research university in
North-eastern U.S. The course was co-taught by two authors of
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the present study - faculty in an education department and an as-
tronomy department. The course is organized using a coherent
science content storyline format (Roth and Garnier, 2007; Roth
et al., 2011) by sequencing investigations towards one main
learning goal: gathering evidence in support of Solar System
formation as the underlying causal model explaining patterns
observed among Solar System objects. We communicated this
to the students and carefully selected investigations that built
students’ understanding towards the larger goal. The course
met twice a week for 75 minutes each session; nearly all of the
time was dedicated to work on the investigations with very little
time spent that would be considered lecture-based. In-class
investigations, science notebook assignments, and science re-
port assignments emphasized the coherence of a science inquiry
investigation and allowed students to practice writing about con-
nections between a scientific question, data collection methods,
and constructing evidence-based explanations. These experi-
ences culminated with students applying what they learned
about coherent inquiry investigations in astronomy towards the
final assignment, writing a children’s science storybooks.

The students worked in small groups to complete a series
of seven investigations, called "storyline activities", that address
smaller pieces of the storyline (see Table 1). Storyline activities
were either guided inquiry (question, background, and proce-
dures provided) or open inquiry (question and background pro-
vided) (Buck et al., 2008). In each in-class storyline activity, the
instructors provided investigation questions to guide students’
engagement in the process of planning their investigation, gath-
ering data, and co-constructing an evidence-based explanation
(Zembal-Saul et al., 2013). Students worked collaboratively to in-
vestigate astronomy phenomena by collecting data, generating
claims, and developing reasoning. Students then participated
in whole-class discussions which functioned as a way for small
groups to share ideas, critique other groups, and receive feed-
back from professors and peers on their use of science practices.
Students kept daily records throughout the investigations us-
ing electronic science notebooks with the web-based software
Evernote.

Students wrote reports based on three storyline activities (the
phases of the Moon, how and why planets orbit the Sun, and

the properties of the planets). In the reports, the students sum-
marized their investigation methods, discussed their findings,
and included their evidence-based explanations in response
to the investigation question provided in class. Though reports
were individually written, the students developed their ideas and
arguments through collaboration with their small group and
whole-class discussions. Professors provided detailed feedback
on each student’s report to help them improve their understand-
ing of how to communicate the results of a coherent science
inquiry investigation.

The storybook assignment was introduced about 8 weeks
into the semester. Requirements for the storybooks, as described
in the Storybook Assignment Sheet, are included in Table 2. First,
the students turned in a short outline that included an investi-
gation question, a description of how the investigation will be
carried out in story format, and a description of the final expla-
nation. Each student received written feedback from one of the
instructors on their outlines. Near the end of the semester, stu-
dents were asked to bring a nearly completed version of their
books to class for a guided peer review. Using the final grading
rubric as a guide, pairs of students provided each other with feed-
back about the scientific accuracy of the story, the coherence of
the investigation, and how their use of images communicated
important information about their storybook investigation. Stu-
dents were able to ask the instructors for additional assistance
with the assignment. Final storybooks were submitted in an
electronic format to the instructors at the end of the semester.
See Figure 1 for example pages from three student storybooks.

5.2 Participants

A total of 67 students were enrolled in the course across the
three years of data collection (2015-2017). Almost all students
were in their first or second year of college, and had indicated
their intent to pursue an elementary education major leading
to certification to teach pre-Kindergarten to 4th grade (age 3-
11 years). We also collected data from one student pursuing
a grade 4-8 certification, one student pursuing secondary ed-
ucation world language certification, one student nearly done
with completing her pre-Kindergarten to 4th grade degree, and

Table 1. Storyline activities building towards the formation model of the Solar System

Storyline activity topic Investigation questions Approx. Length

1 Naked-eye astronomy How and why does the appearance of the Moon change
over time?

3 weeks

How does light pollution affect our observations of the
stars we observe in the night sky?
How does the Sun appear to move and why?

2 Finding planets Where do we find planets in the sky and how can we
use this to predict future planet observations?

2 weeks

3 Investigating orbits What factors are needed to produce a stable orbit simi-
lar to the orbits of planets in our Solar System?

2 weeks

4 How astronomers collect data What methods can astronomers use to investigate the
objects in the Solar System as well as distant stars and
why?

2 weeks

5 Craters and the history of the solar system Do all planet and moon surfaces in the Solar System
show the same effects of crater-making impacts from
the Late Heavy Bombardment period and why?

2 weeks

6 Solar system properties How can the planets be grouped according to their
properties?

2.5 weeks

7 Formation of the solar system How does the model of the Solar System’s formation ex-
plain patterns we observe in the current Solar System?

1.5 weeks
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Figure 1. Example storybook pages from “Dolphie and the Stars” by Diane, “Sola and the Sun” by Bethany, and “The Moon Girl” by Ellen.

Table 2. Requirements for Children’s Storybook as given in the Story-
book Assignment Sheet

Book must contain a creative element that distinguishes this as
a children’s book as opposed to dry presentation of science fact.

Must include science content but may include a fictional story
element (e.g., such as including characters in fictional situations).

Book must be centred around a Solar System astronomy investi-
gation but does not have to be one of the specific investigations
we did in this class.

• Include an investigation question or questions.
• Use the story to either encourage the reader to carry out an

investigation or show characters in the story carrying out an
investigation that answers the investigation question(s).

• Demonstrate through your storybook that you are under-
standing how evidence is used to answer scientific questions.

• Demonstrate appropriate methods of collecting data for the
astronomy investigation in your storybook.

• Integrate into the story the evidence-based explanation that
answers the investigation question(s) posed.

• Communicate how the reasoning would be constructed for
that evidence-based explanation, which may include dis-
cussing an appropriate scientific model.

Presentation of the book should reflect elements of a children’s
book, including the use of photos and/or images that support the
narrative, as opposed to an essay or report.

• Must include a list of references to ALL images used at the
end of the book.

• If you want to share this book more broadly in the future, we
recommend using public domain images, where possible.
Public domain images include those from NASA and Wikime-
dia Commons.

Book must demonstrate accurate understandings of the science
content.

Include a glossary of astronomy terms used, at the end of the
book.

one engineering student who did not intend to pursue a teach-
ing certification. Most of the students in the study were female
(92%). At the beginning of each semester, students were asked
to indicate their willingness to provide their assignments (includ-
ing storybooks) for this study. All students provided this level of
consent for the project. All student names in this manuscript
are pseudonyms.

5.3 Data collection

We analysed the final electronic storybooks (N=63) submitted
at the end of the semester (some sample attrition occurred due
to digital file loss and one student who did not complete the
assignment). The number of storybooks gathered for analysis
per year was: n=17 in Year 1, n=22 in Year 2, and n=24 in Year 3.
The average length of a storybook was 22 pages (SD=8.7) (no
length requirement was given in the assignment).

5.4 Analysis

We developed a coding scheme by defining categories based
on key elements of the CSIIs represented in the storybooks: use
of investigation questions, planning and carrying out investiga-
tions, and constructing explanations (Table 3). Initially, codes
were defined using literature describing these science practices
(e.g. McNeill et al. 2017; National Research Council 2012; Winds-
chitl 2017; Zembal-Saul et al. 2013). The first round of coding by
two co-authors led to additional generations of codes specific to
the storybooks in our sample. Subsequent rounds of inter-rater
reliability (IRR) coding further refined our coding document. Af-
ter two rounds of IRR, two coders reached >90% agreement in
investigation questions and planning and carrying out inves-
tigations categories. After three rounds of IRR, the same two
coders reached 71% agreement on the evidence-based expla-
nation codes. Discussion of disagreements improved the coding
document and the remaining storybooks were checked by the
team to reach 100% agreement on evidence-based explana-
tions, improving reliability for this category.

We analysed the data by generating descriptive statistics
for categories and codes to look for themes in how students
used science practices in their storybooks. We also created a
new category, using existing codes, to identify storybooks that
presented coherent investigations (Plummer and Tanis Ozce-
lik, 2015). A coherent investigation included an investigation
question, sufficient data, and a claim based on evidence (with
or without reasoning). Further, our definitions for each of these
codes include the requirements that data are relevant to the in-
vestigation question and the claim is in response to the question,
resulting in a coherent investigation.

6 Findings

We begin with presenting themes in how students included
key science practices (investigation questions, planning and
carrying out investigations, constructing explanations) in their
storybooks. We conclude with a discussion of students’ use
of coherent science inquiry investigations. Overall, we found
that while the majority of students were able to plan coherent
investigations in their storybooks, other students’ storybooks
were missing key elements of a coherent investigation. However,
this improved over the three years we taught the course.
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Table 3. Science practices codebook for analysis

Categories Codes Definitions

Investigation Questions
Descriptive question Characters pose a question about descriptive qualities

of a phenomenon (e.g., a "what does it look like" or
"how long will it take" question).

Causal question Characters pose a question that asks for a causal
mechanism for a phenomenon (e.g., "why did that
happen").

Planning and carrying out investigations

Sufficient data gathered Characters gathered a large enough data set to an-
swer their investigation question. Data must be rele-
vant to the investigation question.

Insufficient data gathered Characters gathered data, but the dataset was not
large enough to support their claims

Relevant data gathered Characters gather data that will actually be useful to
answer their questions.

Data gathered, but irrelevant to ques-
tion

Characters gather data, but data cannot be used to
answer investigation question

Plan is discussed to gather data Characters explicitly discuss an observation plan be-
fore carrying it out. When coding, specify which of
the characters is coming up with the plan.

Constructing explanations

Claim not supported by evidence (no
reasoning)

Characters present a claim without discussing the
evidence or reasoning supporting the claim.

Claim supported by evidence with no
reasoning

Characters have a claim that is supported by their
evidence, but do not use scientific concepts to reason
through why their evidence supports their claim.
This also applies when descriptive questions that do
not require reasoning (even if it is provided) are asked.

Claim based on evidence supported
by reasoning

A claim is presented that is supported by evidence.
The character also uses scientific ideas and theories
to develop a connection between their claim and evi-
dence. This reasoning can be considered an attempt
rather than rigorous use of theory/model to support
claim and evidence.

Claim presented with reasoning, but
no evidence

A claim is presented without a discussion of the ev-
idence behind it. The character presents scientific
ideas and theories to support their claim.

Claim not coherently matched to evi-
dence or reasoning

A claim is made, but not supported by evidence or
reasoning. The evidence and/or reasoning is there,
but it does not support the claim (e.g., not aligned to
the claim).

Development of reasoning
Main character involved in develop-
ing model

The main character develops an explanatory model as
part of their explanation (claims, evidence, or reason-
ing). A model is a sense-making tool that can be used
to predict and explain. Can be physical, represented
in the story in a character’s thoughts, or through char-
acter dialogue.

Main character describes but does
not develop model

Main character presents a model of the observed
phenomenon but does not provide any indication
of where the model came from.

Model developed by someone else in
story

Another character/authority figure develops a model
for the main character.

6.1 Topics and question types

Students were instructed to write their storybooks "centered
around a Solar System astronomy investigation but [it] does not

have to be one of the specific investigations we did in this class"
(Storybook Assignment Sheet). And while the students often did
not follow the exact questions or procedures in their storybooks
that the class used when conducting investigations, all topics
the students chose were based on investigations we engaged
with during the semester. The majority of the students wrote a
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story investigating the phases of the moon (n=37, 59%). The next
most frequent topics were the motion of the Sun, the planets,
or the constellations in the Earth’s sky (n=11, n=17%), physical
properties of the planets (n=6, 9%), craters on solid worlds (n=4,
6%), and light pollution (n=4, 6%). One additional student wrote
a story asking how astronomers collect data.

We further analysed whether students posed descriptive
questions or causal questions. A descriptive question might
seek to describe a pattern in a phenomenon, such as the ques-
tion in Courtney’s storybook: "How long will it take for the Moon
to complete its full cycle and go back to its full self?" Nearly a
third of the students posed descriptive questions in their story-
books (n=20, 32%). A causal question goes beyond a description
to ask about the underlying cause of the observations or pattern
in the phenomenon. For example, Mindy’s story asks "I wonder
why the Moon looks different on different days?" Most students
posed causal questions (n=37, 59%). Students were strongly
encouraged, through written instructions, in-class discussion
about the assignment, and peer review, to write stories that
included reasoning in their evidence-based explanations. Pro-
viding reasoning suggests that the character investigating the
phenomenon is responding to a causal question. Finally, even
though students received feedback on a story outline, six stu-
dents (10%) did not pose an investigation question in their final
storybook.

6.2 Planning and carrying out investigations

We also considered how the students provided opportunities for
the character to gather data that was both relevant to their inves-
tigation question and sufficient for answering that question. The
majority of students (n=50, 79%) included relevant data gath-
ered for their investigation. Further, most of the students (n=39,
62%) were also coded as having shown the character gathering
sufficient data to answer their investigation question. For exam-
ple, Diane’s storybook “Dolphie and the Stars” follows a dolphin
as she answers a question about light pollution, "Why do the
stars look different in the sky?" Throughout the story, Dolphie
makes observations in several locations including near a large
city, near a factory putting out smoke, in a remote area away
from cities, and during cloudy weather. Her observations are
both relevant and sufficient to support a general claim about
why we see different brightnesses or densities of stars in different
locations. In contrast, Kaitlyn’s storybook, "Max and the Moon," in-
cluded relevant but insufficient data to answer the investigation
question: “How many days are in a Moon’s cycle?” The character
makes observations of the Moon and records these in his science
journal; however, he only observes for 16 days before concluding
that the moon’s cycle takes one month. The character made an
error we frequently observed in both the students’ storybooks
about the lunar phases and their earlier reports about the lunar
phases: they provided only half of a cycle’s worth of data but
attempted to infer the entire length of the cycle rather than pro-
viding sufficient data to support the claim. Only three students’
storybooks did not describe a process of data collection. Thus,
a majority of the students demonstrated an understanding of
the necessity of gathering sufficient, relevant data as important
for a scientific investigation––as told through the format of a
children’s storybook.

6.3 Constructing explanations

Nearly half of the students (n=30, 48%) included a claim sup-
ported by both evidence and reasoning developed by one or
more characters in the story. For example, in Bethany’s story
"Sola and the Sun" a young girl, Sola, notices the change in the
Sun’s location in the sky after painting it at sunrise and sunset.

After her father suggests that she investigate her question "How
does the Sun appear to move during the day?," Sola uses a com-
pass to track the Sun and paint its location throughout the day
(see Figure 2). She uses this evidence to construct a claim: "Look
Dad the Sun looks like it moves in a circle! Look how high it was
at lunchtime!"

To construct her reasoning, Sola asks her teacher, who tells
her to look at a globe to show how the Earth’s spinning is "what
makes the Sun move in a circle." And while Sola builds on this
model for her reasoning, elaborating the explanation for her
father, the main character initially relied on outside experts to
construct the reasoning. This use of an expert to provide the
scientific reasoning in the explanation was relatively common
among the preservice teachers (n=27, 43%); fewer storybooks
included main characters developing the reasoning for them-
selves (n=11, 17%). Our goal was for the students to write sto-
ries in which the main characters took ownership in developing
the reasoning for their explanations as this would provide the
reader with a more sophisticated view of modelling practices
and scientific reasoning than if an expert were to just tell the
main character the reasoning piece as a fait accompli. There-
fore, in class, we encouraged students to write stories where
the main character collaboratively developed the scientific rea-
soning, possibly in with a more knowledgeable other or with
other characters of similar knowledge level. However, most of
our students are likely to have experienced a traditional form of
science education where, even if they performed investigations
to collect and analyse data, the teacher presented them with
the completed scientific model and explained the reasoning for
them. In our course, we worked with students, guiding them
to develop scientific models they could use to explain their ob-
servations. Thus, for many students, our course may be one of
the first opportunities to learn science by developing their own
scientific models––an important feature of the NGSS (McNeill
et al., 2017).

An additional 12 students (19%) included a claim supported
by evidence without the inclusion of reasoning. For example, in
Abby’s storybook "Finn’s Journey of Finding the Moon," a young
turtle, Finn, notices the Moon in the sky appearing to get larger
on subsequent nights. He decides to make observations of the
Moon to answer his question "How does the appearance of the
Moon change?" (descriptive question). Each night, Finn drew
pictures of the Moon and began to notice the Moon becoming
bigger, until after the 15th night, it started to become smaller.

Figure 2. Image from Bethany’s storybook showing a record of her evidence
(the location of the Sun throughout the day) to support her claim in the text.
She uses the Earth’s rotation as reasoning to make sense of how her evidence
supports her claim.
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On the 31st night, he noticed that the Moon appeared as it did
on his first observation. Finally, Finn analyses his observations
in order to state a claim: "I realized that in a 30 day cycle, the
Moon goes through different phases that cause the appearance
to change. After this 30 day cycle, the cycle repeats." Abby shows
how Finn used careful observation to figure out the cycle of the
phase of the Moon, but concluded her storybook without her
character providing reasoning for the explanation.

Students who included a claim supported by evidence with-
out reasoning in their storybooks often posed descriptive ques-
tions about the qualities of a phenomenon such as "Are Jupiter
and the other planets like our planet, Earth?" (Leah’s storybook).
It may be that due to the nature of their descriptive investiga-
tion questions, their explanations in storybooks did not include
reasoning. However, when combined with the students that
also included reasoning in their explanations, we found that
about two-thirds of our participants (67%) demonstrated how
evidence-based claims are important aspects of a scientific in-
vestigation through the storybook medium.

6.4 Developing a coherent science inquiry
investigation across a storybook

Our primary goal throughout the semester was supporting stu-
dents’ ability to communicate their investigations as coherent
narratives, from investigation questions through evidence-based
explanations. We identified those storybooks which included
CSII: using a story to connect an investigation question, with
relevant and sufficient data to answer that question, and con-
structed a claim based on evidence (with or without reasoning).
For example, Ellen wrote a creative story that includes a CSII in
her storybook, "The Moon Girl." In her story, a King has a play-
ground which he has forbidden his citizens from entering. The
main character, Melissa, plays on his playground, is caught, and
is locked in a tower. She will not be let out until she figures out
the phases of the Moon and is instructed to “determine how and
why the phases of the Moon appear to change or look different
over time?” (causal investigation question). To record her data,
Melissa drew pictures of the Moon on the wall each day for a
month (sufficient data). Over time, she began to notice a pat-
tern in her observations as the Moon began to grow to Full and
then decrease back to new (claim based on evidence). Yet, once
she figured out the pattern, the King told her she must figure
out why this happens, before she can be released. With some
guidance from the King’s son, Melissa realizes that it is the Sun
that illuminates the Moon and that its appearance changes as it
orbits the Earth (model-based reasoning). She is released and
allowed to play on the playground for the rest of her life.

The majority of students (n=37, 59%) wrote stories featur-
ing CSII, thus enacting how a scientific question can be used to
determine what evidence is relevant and sufficient to answer a
question, and use that evidence to construct a claim. Further,
this percentage improved over time: Year 1, 6 students (35%);
Year 2, 14 students (64%); Year 3, 17 students (71%). This sug-
gests that we, the faculty teaching the course, gained insight
into ways to further support the students after the first year of
the course to better scaffold their understanding of coherent
investigations.

7 Conclusions and Recommendations

Our findings demonstrate that, after participating in the “As-
tronomy for Educators” course, the majority of the preservice
teachers were able to enact science practices that led to a co-
herent, astronomy-based investigation, through the medium
of a dual-purpose children’s storybook. This supports previous

findings that suggest purposefully designed content courses
for preservice elementary teachers can play a role in support-
ing their development towards understanding science as an
evidence-based process of explaining phenomena (Avraamidou
and Zembal-Saul, 2010; Haefner and Zembal-Saul, 2004). While
we were not able to follow these preservice teachers into their
first experiences teaching science to elementary students, this
provides some evidence that they may enact a use of these sci-
ence practices in future lesson planning. Prior research indicates
that increased domain-specific knowledge influences the level
of coherence in inquiry-based lessons produced by future teach-
ers (Plummer and Tanis Ozcelik, 2015). Thus, one useful feature
of this course could be how we first supported the preservice
teachers’ in developing domain-specific knowledge alongside
the ways they learned to enact the practices of science. Devel-
oping their knowledge may have helped them make sense of
coherent astronomy investigations which they represented in
curriculum material through dual-purpose children’s storybooks.

Yet, a large percentage of students (41%) did not write coher-
ent investigations in their storybooks. Throughout the semester,
some students struggled to make connections between asking
a scientific question, providing sufficient data, and using this
to generate evidence-based claims. This may have continued
through into their attempts to write an investigation in story-
book form. In addition, some students may have had difficulty
translating a new or limited understanding of science practices
into a novel format: children’s storybooks. However, our students’
performance in writing storybooks with coherent investigations
improved from 35% in Year 1 to 71% in Year 3. This suggests that
over time, we (the faculty teaching the course) improved the
ways we engaged our students in coherent scientific investiga-
tions, through their participation in a content course designed
around a coherent science content storyline. Across each year
of the course, instructors supported students through multiple
investigations, rounds of sharing in small-group and whole-class
conversations, and three reports that used a scientific (rather
than creative) format for expressing this same idea of a coherent
investigation. Specific improvements made between the Year
1 and 3 included: providing an example report that illustrated
how to write about a coherent investigation, increasing how fre-
quently we prompted students to make explicit connections
during ongoing class investigations and presentations, provid-
ing additional explicit examples of our own of the connections
between question, data collection, and explanation through-
out the semester, and improving our own understanding and
insight into the students’ difficulties with engaging in science
practices which allowed us to provide more timely support and
more helpful feedback. These additional prompts and examples
were woven throughout the semester which provided students
with additional opportunity to practice doing science with their
peers. The social nature of learning in our course contributed to
how they were able to translate the enactment of science prac-
tices into use in storybook form (Ford, 2008; Vygotsky, 1986).

One of the challenges students had in creating coherent sci-
ence inquiry investigations was in generating an investigation
question for their storybook, even with guidance provided by
the instructors. Prior research suggests that the creation of re-
search questions is often the most difficult stage of a scientific
investigation for students (Slater et al., 2008). Further, while
students in our course were provided with several examples of
investigation questions, they did not practice generating inves-
tigation questions as part of their in-class investigations. This
finding suggests that preservice elementary teachers may need
more practice generating investigation questions for coherent
inquiry investigation. One limitation was that we did not explic-
itly teach the students the difference between descriptive and
causal questions. More explicit instruction and opportunities to
practice generating and using each kind, such as generating a
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story for both a descriptive and causal investigation, may have
helped students understand why each type of investigation is
important to science.

Another challenge students had, in generating coherent in-
vestigations in their storybooks, was to provide sufficient evi-
dence to support their claim. Most of the problems in students’
use of sufficient evidence occurred in storybooks relating to the
lunar phases (the most frequent topic) where students included
data for half the cycle or less. Students may not have understood
how the Moon’s cycle was determined from the observations
or may have felt that an observer is justified in making a claim
that infers the pattern from a limited data. This suggests stu-
dents may have needed experience with the practice of rebuttal
in which students debate which alternative claims best fit the
existing evidence (Zembal-Saul et al., 2013). Such an approach
could help them appreciate why additional data is needed as
evidence to support their claims about the length of the Moon’s
cycle and to rule out alternative explanations.

And while many students included a claim supported by evi-
dence in their storybooks, fewer provided reasoning that drew
on a scientific model or science principle to explain why the
phenomena occurred. For some of these students, their choice
of descriptive investigation questions may have led to explana-
tions without reasoning. Similar to prior research with middle
(McNeill and Krajcik, 2007; McNeill et al., 2006) and high school
students (McNeill and Pimentel, 2010), our students found the
use of scientific reasoning to be more challenging than providing
evidence for their claims. Science courses for preservice teach-
ers may need to support preservice teachers to understand the
importance of developing causal questions as a step towards
understanding the development of reasoning in evidence-based
explanations. In addition, providing opportunities for students
to develop hypotheses based on science principles as part of
the investigation process may help deepen their understanding
of how reasoning is used to construct evidence-based explana-
tions.

Based on our findings, we recommend that other universi-
ties offer content courses for preservice teachers that engage
them in multiple cycles of coherent inquiry investigation to sup-
port their understanding of content and enactment of science
practices. We designed this course for preservice teachers to pro-
vide multiple opportunities for their engagement in coherent
inquiry investigations across the course in astronomical con-
cepts through ongoing classroom collaboration. The scaffolding
we offered across the course is consistent with previous stud-
ies of astronomy courses that demonstrate how specific guid-
ance significantly supports college students’ understandings
and science practices (Lyons, 2011; Sibbernsen, 2014; Slater
et al., 2008). Our results build on and extend these earlier find-
ings by showing how such a purposefully designed course with
multiple cycles of experience to engage in inquiry investigation
may lead to a deeper ability to enact science practice, i.e., co-
herent science inquiry investigations. Explicit in the enactment
of these cycles are repeated opportunities to discuss the use
of evidence, generation of claims, and application of reasoning
among their peers; these practices are key elements to learning
in sociocultural theory (Vygotsky, 1986) (Vygotsky, 1998) and re-
flect how science is learned through the enactment of practices
(Ford, 2008).

We also found that a novel assessment format––writing a
children’s storybook––can be used to assess preservice teach-
ers’ ability to enact science practices. Using this assessment,
we found evidence of preservice teachers applying knowledge
of coherent inquiry investigations to their science stories. This
finding provides support to arguments (Murmann and Avraami-
dou, 2014; Plummer and Cho, 2020; Pringle and Lamme, 2005)
about the value of stories as useful learning tools in various learn-
ing contexts. We recommend using stories and storybooks as a

creative way of assessing student learning. In addition, this novel
assessment has the potential to support preservice teachers’
future careers in that they can use this form of assessment with
their future students.

8 Limitations and Future Research

One limitation of our study is that we did not have an opportunity
to measure our students’ enactment of science practices at the
beginning of the semester in a way comparable to our measure-
ment using the storybook format. This limits the extent to which
we can make claims about their growth across the semester. In
future iterations of this study, we might consider our research
design to capture participants’ prior knowledge and abilities in
order to track development throughout the course in order to
better understand the effects of our intervention in supporting
preservice teachers’ development of their own curriculum mate-
rials. In addition, we are limited in our understanding of what the
students learned about astronomy during this course and how
their astronomy knowledge influenced their topic choice or their
development of science storybooks. We might find that preser-
vice teachers who made greater content gains were more likely
to have coherent investigations in their storybooks. This aligns
with Plummer and Tanis Ozcelik (2015) who found that pre-
service teachers who better understood astronomy developed
more coherent inquiry investigations. Future research could in-
vestigate how preservice teachers’ content knowledge may be
correlated with the quality of their storybooks.

We also did not include follow-up research on how the pre-
service teachers use their storybooks as curriculum materials in
their teaching to support students’ science practices and science
inquiry. Avraamidou and Zembal-Saul (2010) illustrate how early-
career elementary teachers from the same teacher education
program who took different kinds of coursework (typical college
lecture-based science courses versus science courses specifically
designed for prospective elementary teachers) taught science
differently in their first year of teaching. A preservice teacher
who took specially designed, inquiry-based science courses in
her teacher preparation program was able to modify the cur-
riculum materials for her students and emphasize the discourse
of scientific inquiry through investigation. Avvraamidou and
Zembal-Saul’s study suggests that the inquiry-based prepara-
tion our students received may affect choices they make in the
beginning of their elementary science teaching careers. Future
research could investigate how preservice teachers use curricu-
lum materials they have authored, such as storybooks, to fa-
cilitate coherent investigations during field-work experiences.
Future research might also consider how experience writing
a science inquiry-oriented storybook might shape preservice
teacher’s choices in curriculum design or storybook choice in
their first years of teaching.

In this research, our students were asked to write coherent in-
vestigations in story form on the same topics as they had learned
in the course. We are limited in our understanding of whether
students developed an understanding of the features of a CSII,
separate from the particular investigations from our course, or
if they were just repeating the same or similar investigations
within their fictionalized storybook format without fully under-
standing why they were including each aspect of their investi-
gation. Bamberger and Davis (2013) point to this issue in their
study on how 6th-grade students’ ability to transfer modelling
performance across content areas. They tested their students’
modelling performances and conceptual understanding of three
content areas: smell, evaporation, and friction. Through model-
based instruction, the researchers taught smell and evaporation
but not friction. They found that the students improved their
modelling performance in all three content areas. Bamberger
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and Davis found that middle school students’ modelling prac-
tices can be transferred to a new content area when learned
in the context of science practice-based instruction. Future re-
search could conduct a comparison between writing a coherent
investigation storybook about a topic learned in the course and
writing a coherent investigation storybook about a science topic
familiar to students, but that they did not learn during the course.
This could provide insight into the extent to which students ex-
tracted the nature of a coherent science inquiry investigation
from the context of an astronomy investigation.
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Abstract
We have developed a Java-based teaching tool, “Appreciating Hubble at Hyper-speed” (“AHaH”), intended for use by
students and instructors in beginning astronomy and cosmology courses, which we have made available online. This
tool lets the user hypothetically traverse the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (HUDF) in three dimensions at over ∼ 500×1012

times the speed of light, from redshifts z=0 today to z=6, about 1 Gyr after the Big Bang. Users may also view the
Universe in various cosmology configurations and two different geometry modes – standard geometry that includes
expansion of the Universe, and a static pseudo-Euclidean geometry for comparison. In this paper we detail the
mathematical formulae underlying the functions of this Java application, and provide justification for the use of these
particular formulae. These include the manner in which the angular sizes of objects are calculated in various
cosmologies, as well as how the application’s coordinate system is defined in relativistically expanding cosmologies. We
also briefly discuss the methods used to select and prepare the images in the application, the data used to measure the
redshifts of the galaxies, and the qualitative implications of the visualization – that is, what exactly users see when they
“move” the virtual telescope through the simulation. Finally, we conduct a study of the effectiveness of this teaching
tool in the classroom, the results of which show the efficacy of the tool, with over ∼90% approval by students, and
provide justification for its further use in a classroom setting.

Keywords: Visualization of Relativistic Cosmological Models; Hubble Ultra Deep Field Images; Astronomy Education

1 Introduction

In beginning astronomy courses, many non-science majors ap-
pear to have a significant lack of understanding – even after
taking introductory courses – of basic concepts such as wave-
length, the electromagnetic spectrum, the speed of light, look-
back time, redshift, and the expansion of the Universe. We
believe this lack of concept acquisition or retention represents

a significant shortcoming of currently available teaching tools.
While pictures, figures, and other static media are certainly ef-
fective at communicating many concepts, they tend to be poor
at showing these effects in three dimensions, or those that
evolve over time (e.g. Sadaghiani 2011). Since virtually all cos-
mological effects require very large time or distance scales to
become apparent, a different teaching medium is needed in
this case. This is reflected by the well-established need in as-
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tronomy education to support the development of spatial skills,
which strongly correlates with performance in all STEM disci-
plines (Cole et al., 2018).

In addition, the education landscape is changing at a break-
neck pace around us, with online learning quickly becoming
a preferred option for reasons of convenience, access, and af-
fordability, especially to students of limited means. At its ex-
treme, in the case of large-scale threats to safety, online learning
becomes mandatory, as has been so dramatically underlined
by the recent outbreak of COVID-19. As millions of students
around the world moved from learning in a classroom to learn-
ing at home, it became evidently clear that modern classes re-
quire new tools for education. Nowhere is this more needed
than in the laboratory-type complement to lecture-based learn-
ing, and online virtual tools stand to serve this purpose excep-
tionally well (e.g. Hoeling 2012).

“Appreciating Hubble at Hyper-speed” (AHaH) is an educa-
tional tool that aims to address these issues of concept acquisi-
tion and retention by providing a visual and interactive learning
medium. The project uses data from the Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST) Cycle 12 Project “GRAPES” (Grism-ACS (Advanced
Camera for Surveys) Program for Extragalactic Science; Pirzkal
et al., 2004) to build a redshift-sorted database of over 5000
galaxies within the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (HUDF). As a simpli-
fied, brief explanation, if one begins Hubble’s Law of the Univer-
sal Expansion (as per the FLRW model1),

D =
v
H0

(1)

and combine with the Doppler approximation as valid for small
redshifts v≈cz, one obtains

D =
v
H0
≈

cz
H0

(2)

and can see a galaxy’s distance is proportional to redshift, z, di-
vided by Hubble’s constant, H0

2 . As these galaxies range from
redshift z ≈ 0.05 to z ≈ 6, their distances span nearly 90% of
the history of the Universe (Yan and Windhorst, 2004; Bouwens
et al., 2006; Cohen et al., 2006; Windhorst et al., 2011). Since
these data represent the deepest optical images of the Universe
ever obtained, they are thus uniquely suited to help students
understand the effects of the expanding Universe.

It is worth noting that for the AHaH Application, we devel-
oped a custom-balanced RGB version of the original HUDF im-
age to eliminate bright areas being "burned out" and lacking
fine detail (Lupton et al., 2004). This custom version is then dis-
played as semi-transparent, and images are attached to pho-
tometric redshifts measured using HyperZ (Bolzonella et al.,
2000) using photometry from the publicly available HST opti-
cal and near-infrared images (Thompson et al., 2005), as well as
spectro-photometric redshifts from Ryan et al. (2007). A com-
parison of the original STScI color images and our prepared im-
ages is shown in Figure 1, and one can see examples of galaxies
processed in this way in Figure 2. We explain this in more detail
in § 14 (Appendix B).

1 For further discussion of the differences between the Hubble’s redshift-
distance and velocity-distance laws, see Harrison (1993).

2 We use H0 ≈ 68 km/s/Mpc throughout (Planck Collaboration et al.,
2018).

Figure 1. A comparison of three images of HUDF galaxy 7556. The left image
is that from the original STScI release, clearly showing the bright, burned-out
knots characteristic of the standard logarithmic image stretch. The center im-
age is our prepared image using the arcsinh stretch described by Lupton et al.
(2004), as it appears in the AHaH application. The right image is our prepared
image against an artificially imposed chessboard pattern, showing the included
transparency. Note that pixels outside the source are all completely transparent,
since they have been removed entirely using the SourceExtractor segmentation
map.

Figure 2. Our prepared images of three galaxies from the HUDF, using the
arcsinh stretch described by Lupton et al. (2004). Shown are galaxy 3180 (left),
galaxy 5805 (center), and galaxy 6974 (right).

2 Theoretical Formalism

As discussed in detail by Wright (2006), there are a number of
different methods for calculating distances in cosmology. For
our purposes, the most meaningful of these is the comoving ra-
dial distance, DR , representing the spatial separation of an ob-
ject and an observer with zero peculiar velocity at a common
cosmic time. This distance takes into account the expansion of
the Universe, and so is more useful when dealing with distances
on very large scales (and thus very large look-back times), as is
the case with most galaxies in the HUDF. Henceforth, we shall
adopt the convention of referring to the comoving radial dis-
tance from Earth to a galaxy as DR in Gpc3 , and the comoving
coordinate distance between two arbitrary points in the coordi-
nate system as rij .

As we begin to define different cosmological distances, we
wish to note that there are many different distance defini-
tions and naming conventions in cosmology which ultimately
come down to three distances. For discussions and examples
of the variety used in the literature see, for example, Kristian
and Sachs (1966), Weinberg (1972), Peebles (1993), Longair
(1995), Hogg (1999), Ellis (2007), Etherington (2007), and Ellis
(2009). We adopt the names comoving radial distance (DR), an-
gular size distance (DA), and luminosity distance (DL), with DA
and DL being related by the ”distance duality relation." Regard-
less of terminology or convenient approximations (i.e. Equa-
tion (2)), we carefully use the correct distance formalism “under
the hood" to produce the visualization in AHaH.

Returning to the development of the tool, we also wish to
calculate the angular sizes of objects as they would be observed
from redshifts other than zero. To do so, we need a formula for
the angular size distance, DA . That is, the distance which satis-
fies the equation d ≈ θDA for an object with transverse linear

3 1 Gpc = 109 pc, and 1 pc = 3.26 lightyear.
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diameter d subtending an angle θ in the field of view at any
redshift in any relativistic cosmology. Following Ribeiro (2005),
we note that the correct relation is between solid angle and l2

over D2
A , but in the small area of the HUDF we may linearize as

previously stated. This is also important to allow the tool to run
at a reasonable speed on consumer computers. In a simple Eu-
clidean space, this is the same as the radial distance, but again
we must take into account the expansion (and possible curva-
ture) of the Universe, so we must use a separate equation forDA
in theAHaH tool. Details on these definitions and equations are
given in § 13 (Appendix A).

In addition, we need to consider how we wish to define the
coordinate system for the objects within the Java tool. Although
we have very deep HST imaging data that allow us to show how
the Universe has changed over time, all of these data were col-
lected at a common time (2003/2004–2014). Moreover, the
principal distance measure that we have available, the comov-
ing radial distance DR , also assumes a common cosmic time.
Thus the most sensible coordinate system is one with three spa-
tial dimensions that makes all calculations for a common cos-
mic time, viz. when the data were collected. We can then con-
tract the distances in this “comoving coordinate system” as nec-
essary to simulate observations from redshifts greater than zero.
The question remains of how we should derive such coordinates
from the data that we have in such a way that they will be useful
to us – this is discussed in § 13.3 in Appendix A, prior to deriv-
ing the equations. We detail our calculations in full in § 13 (Ap-
pendix A), which we include for both completeness and instruc-
tional purposes – as these calculations should be comprehensi-
ble in an intermediate undergraduate-level cosmology course –
but are not necessary to follow for a demonstration of the tool’s
educational utility. Ultimately, we are able to develop a relation-
ship between angular size distance and redshift, as well as a co-
ordinate system, which is logical with our available data. We
use these relationships (with a few simplifications for computa-
tional efficiency) to simulate the “motion" of our AHaH camera.

3 Standard Display Mode

While some might argue that the equations in § 13 (Appendix
A) speak for themselves, we believe it is very instructive to con-
sider the qualitative implications to their user – that is, a descrip-
tion of what exactly we see when we “move” the camera in the
Java application. For the sake of completeness, we will also de-
tail a number of cosmological effects that have been omitted
from the application due to technical limitations. An example
of the standard display mode is shown in Figure 3.

When we move the camera to a certain position in the HUDF
(X, Y, Z) data cube, we are in general viewing the Universe as it
would appear from that point and at that redshift. We must
qualify this statement by noting that the simulation accounts
only for cosmological effects of changing the camera position –
no other dynamical, gravitational lensing, evolutionary, or other
cosmological or physical effects are simulated. In this sense,
AHaH thus truly, though hypothetically, allows the user to travel
through the Universe at “hyper-speed.” The highest virtual
speed of∼500×1012 times the speed of light that AHaH uses to
zoom into the HUDF database allows the observer to travel from
z=0 to z <

∼ 6 in a fraction of a minute, rather than in the ∼12.9 Gyr
needed if the maximum “travel” speed were really limited to the
speed of light c, as in the real Universe.

As is covered in many introductory physics and astronomy
classes, we use the Euclidean small angle approximation (SAA),
where for a fixed object length l and a small angle θ:

θ = tan(
l
D

) ≈
l
D

, (3)

Figure 3. The HUDF data as viewed from redshift z = 0.5 in the AHaH applica-
tion, using standard geometry mode, which properly calculates angular sizes.
Note how the image is dominated by luminous red early-type galaxies at mod-
erate redshifts of z <

∼ 1, where the Universe is older than 6 billion years.

where the distance to the object is D. In relativity, we use essen-
tially the same equation, but replace D with DA , where DA is a
complex function of redshift with a maximum at z ≈ 1.65. Thus
the relativistic SAA is:

θ ≈
l

DA
. (4)

The somewhat counter intuitive relationship (called the Θ –
z relation) between an object’s angular size and its redshift in
Relativistic Cosmology is readily apparent in the standard dis-
play mode. If a user slowly increases the redshift of the cam-
era, high redshift objects will begin to decrease in angular size
and move toward the center of the display, eventually reaching
a minimum angular size (at redshift z'1.65 in standard ΛCDM
cosmology (Planck Collaboration et al., 2018)), and then increas-
ing. Also visible are the effects of galaxy evolution and merging
over time. For example, when viewing the Universe from red-
shift z = 0.5 as in Figure 3, there are many large spiral and el-
liptical galaxies visible. Note how the Universe is dominated by
luminous red, early-type galaxies at moderate redshifts of z <

∼ 1
in Figure 3. However, when viewing the Universe from redshift
z = 1.5 as in Figure 4, the AHaH screen is dominated by small
and compact blue galaxies. When zooming into the data at
z >
∼ 1.5, many of these objects are blue irregular, merging and/or

star-forming galaxies. In Figure 4, all red ellipticals of Figure 3
are now “behind us”. This Universe at z >

∼ 1.5 is indeed the ac-
tively star-forming Universe, i.e., the first 4 billion years after the
Big Bang.

It should be noted that the application does not make
calculations for cosmological surface brightness dimming or
changes in color due to redshift or spectral evolution. While
certainly feasible to simulate, performing such image manipu-
lation techniques on large numbers of galaxies in real-time is
currently too difficult for consumer computers. Moreover, we
must also recall that the HUDF data are limited in both mag-
nitude and effective horizon by what could be observed from
low Earth orbit. When we view the data from redshifts other
than zero, we would expect to see more galaxies overall – includ-
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Figure 4. The HUDF data as viewed from redshift z = 1.5 in the AHaH appli-
cation, using standard geometry mode. Note how this image is dominated by
blue irregular and merging star-forming galaxies, and that all red ellipticals of
Figure 3 are now “behind us”. This Universe at z >

∼ 1.5 is the actively star-forming
Universe, where the Universe is younger than 4 billion years.

ing fainter galaxies – than are present in the current HUDF data.
We could choose to simulate these objects as extensions of our
data set if desired, but we felt this would not be particularly in-
structive, and could lead to potential confusion, as fainter galax-
ies would have to be continuously simulated in increasing num-
bers by the computer below Hubble’s detection limit when trav-
eling from z=0 today to z <

∼ 6 (∼1 Gyr after the Big Bang). More-
over, such simulations have a high degree of uncertainty, and
by significantly increasing the size of the data set, would add
prohibitively to the computation times. Likewise, we have cho-
sen not to simulate galaxies outside of the original field, which
would of course enter the camera’s field of view as the user pans
around.

4 Static Geometry Mode

When a user presses the “G” key in the AHaH Java tool, they
are told that they are viewing the simulation with “unexpanding
angular geometry” turned on. What this means specifically is
that angular sizes as derived above are no longer affected by
the scale factor or curvature of the Universe. After we develop
our original coordinates, as in Equation (14), all calculations for
angles are simply done with θ = θE . This has the visual effect
of all galaxies appearing smaller and closer to the center of the
viewport (as can be seen in Figure 6 as compared to 5, since all
initial angles have been contracted by an expansion factor of (1+
z) (when the curvature energy density ΩK is zero; see § 5 for an
explanation of the main energy densities at play in Relativistic
Cosmology). In this static case, galaxies will also simply increase
in angular size as we approach them, as opposed to the angular
sizes of high-redshift objects in the real ΛCDM Universe (Planck
Collaboration et al., 2018), which decrease, reach a minimum,
and then increase again in angular size as the camera’s redshift
increases.

This static mode of viewing the simulation has no physical
analogue – it is simply meant to convey to the user that there are
non-Euclidean aspects of the Universe’s geometry, and that the

Figure 5. The HUDF data as viewed from redshift z = 0 in the AHaH application,
using standard geometry mode. This displays the entire HUDF, for comparison
with Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 6. The HUDF data as viewed from redshift z = 0 in the AHaH application,
using static geometry mode. This displays the entire HUDF, and one can see the
evident “contraction" of the field of galaxies due to the lack of non-Euclidean
geometry in the real HUDF data. (That is, the HUDF data in a relativistically
expanding cosmology – when shown in Euclidean geometry – compresses all
objects towards the image center, since the square cylindrical volume is now
not undergoing the expansion, as it should).

angular sizes that we observe in the present have been made
larger due to the universal expansion. One should note that this
display mode only considers expansion as it relates to angular
size – the comoving radial distance is still calculated using the
redshift and curvature factors that would not be present in a
strictly Euclidean Universe. That is, in the static display mode,
we assume that the Hubble Law distance, D = v/H0 ≈ (c/H0)z,
is simply a Euclidean distance unrelated to expansion. This is
primarily because our method of calculating the comoving ra-
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dial distance relies using all object redshifts, which is a phe-
nomenon specific only to an expanding Universe, and is there-
fore the only way we could calculate the distances for all galax-
ies in other – hypothetical – Universes.

5 Exploration of Extreme Cosmologies

One additional capacity of theAHaH software we wish to note is
the representation of wildly different universes from our own, in
terms of the cosmological parameters used in the calculations
above. As we have already noted, many students have difficulty
with relatively esoteric concepts of the energy density parame-
ters of the Universe, and how different portions dominate cos-
mic behavior over time. To briefly summarize for the reader, ΩM ,
ΩR , ΩΛ , and ΩK are the main cosmological parameters, which
are the fractions of the Universe’s total average energy density
that are attributable to matter (M), radiation (R), dark energy (Λ),
and the curvature of the spatial geometry (K), respectively. It is
assumed these are the only relevant contributions to the total
energy density ΩTot , i.e. ΩTot = ΩM + ΩΛ + ΩR + ΩK (with a
spatially flat Universe having ΩTot ≡ 1 with ΩK = 0). However,
instead of leaving this to verbal and written descriptions (which
can be obtuse), relying on a student’s ability to mentally visual-
ize these concepts, AHaH allows the student to form an approx-
imate image of any cosmology with whatever parameters one
could desire. By varying a single parameter, one can see the
dramatic (or sometimes less so) impact on our vision of the Uni-
verse. We present as an example a massive increase in the vac-
uum energy density (or Einstein’s cosmological constant) ΩΛ

from 0.763 to 2.0 (as in Figure 7), which of course results in a
Universe rapidly pushed outwards until just a few galaxies hy-
pothetically remain in Hubble’s field-of-view. This value was se-
lected because at noticeably higher values of ΩΛ , all galaxies
disappear nearly completely from view sooner. Of course, just
as with the static viewing mode described above, this change in
parameters does not produce a perfect representation of a Uni-
verse with these parameters, and what is simulated by the soft-
ware has no physical analogue. However, the changes in display
under extreme values of different constants is still instructive as
to the effects of these different constants on the structure of the
Universe.

6 Integration in the Classroom

In order to test the effectiveness of this software in a real educa-
tion environment, we conducted a study in astronomy classes
at Arizona State University in the northern hemisphere fall
semester of 2020. It should be noted that due to the outbreak
of COVID-19, ASU classes were moved into a partially online
Synchronous format for part/all of the northern hemisphere fall
2020 semester, thus introducing an additional variable as com-
pared to a typical semester. This pandemic underlines the ne-
cessity of developing online laboratory tools which complement
virtual instruction, thus we felt continuing with our study was
particularly appropriate.

6.1 Methods

We selected the introductory astronomy labs for non-majors
(AST 113 northern hemisphere Fall 2020) and for astronomy
majors (SES 123 northern hemisphere Fall 2020) for our study
in order to focus on the target population mentioned above –
students first being introduced to this type of astronomy con-
tent. Both classes are typically composed of first-year students,
so the level of preparation is similar, though students pursuing
astronomy majors tend to come into college with more back-

Figure 7. The HUDF data as viewed from redshift z = 0 in the AHaH application,
using standard geometry mode, with a vacuum energy density parameter ΩΛ

value increased from the default value of 0.763 to 2.0. One can see that the
extreme value causes most galaxies that are visible in the standard ΛCDM cos-
mology (Planck Collaboration et al., 2018) to disappear due to vastly increased
expansion in this case. This value was selected because noticeably higher val-
ues of ΩΛ cause all galaxies to disappear entirely – we observers likely live in a
relativistic Universe with a “little Lambda."

ground information in our experience. We modified the cur-
riculum of all sections of the lab in two different orders, and
compared our results between the two orderings of labs. We re-
quested the ASU Institutional Review Board (IRB) for approval
to make this study in the AST 113 and SES 123 Lab classrooms,
and their approval, containing all conditions for the study, was
filed with ASU. Students who enrolled in these modified lab sec-
tions were informed that the new programs with our virtual tool
would be available, and that this would not affect the course ex-
pectations or standards.

We selected several exercises in the typical class curricu-
lum in both labs for replacement with AHaH materials based
on the advice of the course instructor as to which exercises
could have their essential materials folded into other activities
or the class lecture component. We then introduced in re-
placement of these exercises a series of exercises designed by
members of our team for AHaH, all of which are available on-
line4 . Students then conducted these exercises either on AST
113/SES 123 Lab or their own home computers, with the same
resources available to them as other activities in class (i.e. tech-
nical and subject-matter support from Teaching Assistants, in-
structor, etc.). Reasonable accommodations for learning and ac-
cess difficulties as pursuant to University policy were made for,
e.g., those students who needed to take this course remotely
via the Zoom teleconference platform given their presence else-
where during the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, for visually
impaired students, we made available the Astronomy Sound of
the Month webpage for January 2018 5 , which has a full dis-
play of the HUDF image and plays a tone when one moves the
mouse over a given galaxy, of varying pitch depending on the
distance to that galaxy. All lab sections were led for these activ-
ities by a combination of Lab Teaching Assistants and the class

4 http://ahah.asu.edu/exercises.html
5 https://astrosom.com/Jan2018.php

http://ahah.asu.edu/exercises.html
https://astrosom.com/Jan2018.php
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instructor, as appropriate.
In some cases, material covered by these AHaH exercises is

not part of the subject matter typically evaluated by the course.
However, the course instructor believed there was sufficient re-
lation to course content, and students were made aware of this
slight alteration. These subjects included, e.g.: galaxy morphol-
ogy, Hubble’s Law, galaxy evolution, the Θ – z relation, and cos-
mological parameters.

6.2 Educational Materials

The first of the two student activities (referred to as “labs") we
led students through in this class was on the subject of galaxy
morphology6 . Students use the AHaH tool to “fly" through the
universe and inspect the morphology of galaxies, either from
an instructor-provided list or whichever they find interesting.
In the latter case, students are encouraged to pick a variety of
galactic morphologies, as they are then asked to classify the
galaxies by the Hubble Classification Scheme, and identify var-
ious other features. Students then learn more about how dif-
ferent features can lead to conclusions about the populations
of stars making up the galaxy. The general learning outcomes
produced are:

• Identify galaxies by appearance
• Apply observed colors to the properties of its stars, and
• Understand the differences between the different Hubble

classification types.

The second lab was on the subject of “Hubble’s Law"7 , by
which we mean the linear relationship found by Hubble be-
tween distance and redshift at low redshifts. In a similar fash-
ion to the galaxy morphology lab, students move through the
HUDF to inspect galaxies either from a list or of their choice,
but in this case they use the built-in information pop-up on
the galaxy to learn its redshift and comoving radial distance,
DR . Students plot their data points, and then use the “Hub-
ble Law" (the combination of the FLRW model Hubble Law and
the Doppler approximation as given in Equation (2)) to calculate
H0 from the slope of their graphs. A spreadsheet which would
work out distances for higher redshifts was made available to
students who wished to look at such galaxies. The general learn-
ing outcomes produced are:

• Understanding the concept of redshift
• Obtaining and performing calculations with data to produce

universal properties (such as H0), and
• Gaining familiarity with the expansion of the universe.

These goals in particular address an established stumbling
point in introductory undergraduate astronomy education - the
curvature and behavior of the Universe - as described by Coble
et al. (2018).

The goals of these labs are well-described by the Anatomy
of Disciplinary Discernment as laid out by Eriksson et al. (2014).
For many students, the labs will serve to bring them from the
first level, Disciplinary Identification (as students are expected
to have been previously informed of terms such as “galaxy" and
“redshift"), to the second level, Disciplinary Explanation, and
be able to show how galactic properties distribute with red-
shift. For other students the labs may be able to bring them
to the third level, Disciplinary Appreciation, as they grasp the
“power" of Hubble’s Law and other astronomical relations for
astronomers to be able to describe the universe itself from the

6 http://ahah.asu.edu/exercises/galmorph.pdf
7 http://ahah.asu.edu/exercises/hubble.pdf

Figure 8. Summary of results from northern hemisphere fall 2020 study, de-
tailed in Table 2, specifically for question on how well the tool helped the stu-
dents’ understanding of the lab content.

trends of galaxies. We also see a few students actually take it
upon themselves to learn more about how the standard calcu-
lations of the lab are approximations, and how these diverge
at high redshifts - thus approaching the fourth and final level,
Disciplinary Evaluation. We would also note that a third lab is
available on our website concerning galaxy evolution8 , but was
not used in our study.

6.3 Analysis and Results

At the end of the northern hemisphere fall 2020 semester class
described above, we conducted a survey of students in the en-
hanced labs for their assessment of the utility of the AHaH tool,
with questions shown in Table 1, and complete results shown
in Figures 8, 9, and 10, and Table 2 for the northern hemi-
sphere fall 2020 class. As can be seen, 90% of students sur-
veyed thought that AHaH was good to excellent in helping un-
derstanding of lab materials, 92% thought it was good to excel-
lent in making the lab more interesting, and 91% thought that
it was good to excellent in answering questions they had on the
subject matter. Finally, throughout the semester students con-
sistently expressed to instructors a preference for activities with
AHaH, as well as greater ease of understanding with the tool.
Teaching Assistants regularly reported notably higher amounts
of positive feedback on AHaH-related labs as compared to stan-
dard lab exercises.

7 Other Program Uses

In addition to in the classroom, AHaH has been and continues
to be useful in a wide range of applications in STEM education.
We have conducted several pilot programs to use this tool in
outreach efforts through several events held on and about ASU
campus. As in education, while static images have utility in out-
reach efforts with the general public, people young and old are
far more likely to become and stay engaged with dynamic me-
dia, such as simulation. As previous studies have shown (e.g.

8 http://ahah.asu.edu/exercises/galevol.pdf

http://ahah.asu.edu/exercises/galmorph.pdf
http://ahah.asu.edu/exercises/hubble.pdf
http://ahah.asu.edu/exercises/galevol.pdf
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Table 1. Questions from survey used in northern hemisphere Fall 2020 AST 113/SES 123 program.

Question Response Type

I understand that my responses will be used – without my name
and in aggregate – in a journal article, and I consent to this use.

Acknowledgement

How well did you feel AHaH and related labs aided your
understanding of the content covered by these labs?

Multiple Choice on scale of 1 (Poor) to 5 (Excellent)

How well did you feel AHaH and related labs helped in making
labs more interesting?

Multiple Choice on scale of 1 (Poor) to 5 (Excellent)

How well did you feel AHaH and related labs helped answer your
questions about this material?

Multiple Choice on scale of 1 (Poor) to 5 (Excellent)

Other comments? Free response

Table 2. Summary of results from northern hemisphere fall 2020 program, with number and percentage of responses to questions, and
summary of comments from students. Each of the two categories above were rated on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being not at all and 5 being
excellently useful in this regard. We consider here responses of 5 to be “Excellent," 3-4 to be “Good," and 1-2 to be “Had Issues."

Category Excellent Good Had Issues

Understanding of Lab Materials 32 (58%) 18 (32%) 5 (9%)

Interesting for Lab Exercise 31 (56%) 20 (36%) 4 (7%)

Answered Questions 31 (56%) 19 (35%) 5 (9%)

Comments Excited to use tool as
visualization - many students
were interested in the
differences between galaxies
visually, as well as getting an
idea of differences in distances.

Interface took getting used to -
some students expressed an
interest in the tool being
redesigned as an app, or with
more immediate information
pop-ups.

Common difficulties were with
installation of the tool.

Figure 9. Summary of results from northern hemisphere fall 2020 study, de-
tailed in Table 2, specifically for question on how interesting students found
the tool.

Figure 10. Summary of results from northern hemisphere fall 2020 study, de-
tailed in Table 2, specifically for question on how well the tool answered stu-
dents’ questions.
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Holzinger et al. 2008), simple dynamic media can improve the
acquisition and retention of information. In the case of inter-
active simulation like AHaH, this is likely because the user be-
comes directly involved in shaping the course of their experi-
ence. In our program, this is exemplified by members of the
public being able to pick out the galaxies they “fly" towards us-
ing AHaH, and can learn more details about these. These pro-
grams have shown a qualitative increase in participation by the
general public in outreach activities, especially among young
children or young adults. As many public educators will attest,
half the battle is often getting the public to start using an ed-
ucation opportunity. Thus the use of AHaH in the classroom is
worth consideration by teachers, outreach developers, and or-
ganizers.

8 Conclusion

We believe that our AHaH software provides students and in-
structors with an unique ability to interactively visualize many
of the effects of a relativistically expanding Universe, among its
other capabilities. The application should help clarify these con-
cepts, and allow students to develop a deeper intuitive under-
standing of the material. Certain cosmological effects – such
as bandpass shifting, k-correction, surface brightness dimming,
gravitational lensing, and the effects of the magnitude limit
and object sizes on the sample completeness limit – have been
largely omitted due to computational limitations, but we be-
lieve these to be not essential for the understanding of the in-
cluded effects. For a discussion of these more technical effects,
see e.g., Windhorst et al. (2018). In addition, our brief study of
the utility of the program in the classroom meets our expecta-
tions of its impact on learning, and lends support to our recom-
mendation that further virtual tools be developed in support of
online classrooms. We also recommend the use of this tool in
other public education and science outreach efforts for its utility
in quickly engaging the public.

For the convenience of those who wish to see or modify
the particular implementation of the above formulae within the
Java software, we have provided source code with the standard
distribution of the tool. It is included in the src/ directory of
ahah.jar, and may be extracted using the java jar utility or any
zlib-compatible de-compressor such as unzip. The tool may be
downloaded from the AHaH website9 . Further details on AHaH
download instructions and installation are given in the AHaH
user manual, available on the tool website.

9 Availability of source code and re-
quirements

• Project name: Appreciating Hubble At Hyperspeed
• Project home page: http://ahah.asu.edu
• Operating system(s): Microsoft Windows, Mac OS, or *nix OS
• Programming language: Java
• Other requirements: Java 1.4.3 or higher, 1 GHz processor,

256 MB RAM, Mouse and Keyboard
• License: BSD-like.

Virtually any modification or redistribution of the application
is permitted, with the following caveats:

• Any redistribution must retain the original copyright notice
and license file, either with the source code or with the doc-
umentation in the case of binary distributions.

9 http://ahah.asu.edu

• The names of the copyright holders, contributors, and asso-
ciated institutions may not be used to endorse or promote
any derivative works without prior permission.

The application’s source code is provided with the standard
distribution.

10 Availability of supporting data and
materials

The data used to develop the teaching tool is available through
the sources we cite throughout the paper. As part of our Insti-
tutional Review Board agreement, our data may only be pub-
lished and discussed in aggregate, so we cannot make available
our raw survey data.

11 Declarations
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• AHaH : Appreciating Hubble at Hyperspeed
• ASU : Arizona State University
• CTIO : Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory
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• HUDF : Hubble Ultra Deep Field
• HST : Hubble Space Telescope
• IRB : Institutional Review Board
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eter
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13 Appendix A. Derivation of Equations

Here we include our derivations of the math used in AHaH at
a level appropriate for an intermediate undergraduate cosmol-
ogy class10 .

13.1 Comoving Radial Distance

To begin, we need the comoving radial distance, DR , from the
Earth to an object at redshift z, derived from the Robertson-
Walker metric, as discussed previously, e.g., Longair (Ch. 7
1998), Eqs. 5.33 and 6.13 of Ryden (2017), and Eq. 6 of Wright
(2006). We express this as the integral:

DR(z) =
∫ t0
t

c · dt
a

=
∫1

1
1+z

c · da
aȧ

=
c
H0

∫z
0

dz
(1 + z)ȧ

, (5)

where the scale factor a = 1/(1 + z). The derivative of a with
respect to time, ȧ, is given by the expression:

ȧ = (ΩM/a + ΩR/a2 + ΩΛ · a
2 + ΩK )1/2 , (6)

where ΩM , ΩR , ΩΛ , and ΩK are energy density parameters,
corresponding to the fractions of the Universe’s total average
energy density that are attributable to matter (M), radiation (R),
dark energy (Λ), and the curvature of the spatial geometry (K),
respectively. Note that it is assumed these are the only relevant
contributions to the total energy density ΩTot . That is, we as-
sume that ΩTot = ΩM + ΩΛ + ΩR + ΩK . A spatially flat Universe
would have ΩTot ≡ 1 with ΩK = 0. The default Planck Collabo-
ration et al. (2018) parameters used are: Ho = 68 km/sec/Mpc,
ΩM = 0.32, ΩΛ = 0.68, ΩR = 9×10–5 with ΩK = 0.

We evaluate this integral in steps of 0.05 in z from z = 0 to
z = 20 to create a look-up table, interpolating linearly to find the
value for any arbitrary redshift in between these discrete steps.
This is because we must make the calculation frequently and for
many objects, so computing the integral manually every time
would be computationally prohibitive. The resulting error in this
method is generally small enough that it translates to less than
one pixel’s difference even on high-resolution displays, so this er-
ror can safely be ignored for the purposes of the application. We
evaluate the integral using the simple midpoint method, which
may not be the optimal solution, but was simple to implement
and adequately efficient on any home computer. As with the lin-
ear interpolation, higher accuracy numerical integration would
result in less than one pixel’s difference when displayed.

13.2 Angular Size Distance

To develop the angular size distance, DA , we first need to de-
velop a generalized form of the comoving radial distance DR , to
express the distance measure to an object at redshift zj as mea-
sured by an observer at redshift zi . This distance is given by the
formula:

DR(zi , zj) =


<i sin(ri/<i) if ΩK < 0

ri if ΩK = 0
<i sinh(ri/<i) if ΩK > 0

, (7)

where <′ is the radius of curvature of the spatial geometry at
redshift zi , and ri is the value of the comoving coordinate dis-
tance at the same redshift (Longair, 1998; Wright, 2006). These

10 See, e.g., http://windhorst322.asu.edu

http://windhorst322.asu.edu
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correspond to the cases where the spatial geometry of the Uni-
verse is spherically curved, flat, and hyperbolically curved, re-
spectively. Recalling that both r′ij and <′ scale as 1/(1 + zi), and

that < = (c/H0)/
√

|ΩK |, we next define an intermediate quan-
tity U, representing the argument of sin and sinh in Equation (7)
above:

U = ri/<i = r0/<0 = (H0/c)
√

|ΩK |r0 (8)

We note that sinceUnow depends only upon the cosmology
selected by the user and the object’s redshift, we may calculate
U once per object and re-use it, thus saving CPU time. Using
this quantity, we may now rewrite DR as:

DR(zi , zj) =
δ(U)
1 + zi

r0 (9)

Here, δ(U) is simply some function of U. By substituting U
into Equation (7) above, we get the following expression forδ(U):

δ(U) =


sin(U)
U if ΩK < 0
1 if ΩK = 0

sinh(U)
U if ΩK > 0

(10)

Note that δ(U) expressly depends upon r0 . The case where
ΩK = 0 comes from the limit of both sin(U)/U and sinh(U)/U as
ΩK → 0 – one may observe that in this case Equation (9) sim-
plifies to r0/(1 + zi), which is precisely ri as in Equation (7), since
as observers we start our AHaH journey at zi = 0. When we ex-
pand with AHaH into the HUDF galaxy database as it is sorted
in redshift, the observer’s redshift can take any value 0 <

∼ zi <
∼ 20,

although the current set of HUDF postage stamp images does
not have any galaxies with z >

∼ 6. We intend to expand this with
a future version of AHaH based on the full data set summarized
in Windhorst et al. (2011).

Thus, using our Equation (9) and the equation relating the
angular size distance and the distance measure as developed
by Longair (1998, Eq. 7.50), the angular size distance from red-
shift zi to zj is given by:

DA(zi , zj) = DR(zi , zj)
1 + zi
1 + zj

=
δ(U)
1 + zj

r0 (11)

13.3 Comoving Coordinate System

Now that we have developed formulae for DR and DA , we can
consider the best way to create a coordinate system for the Java
application. The data we start with are the redshift zj of object
j (with which we can calculate DR) and four angles: the object’s
angular size (from the height and width of its image) and the an-
gular separation between the object and the x and y axes, which
we define as lines going through the center of the original im-
age. These angles are calculated by taking the corresponding
size in pixels and multiplying by the scale in arcsec/pixel of the
original HST image11 .

We would like to use this information to create a coordinate
system with the original telescope position at the origin. In a
Euclidean space this would present no problem, but we have
already remarked that the observed angles are not the same in
an expanding Universe as they would be in a Euclidean space.
Further, it would be desirable for the Euclidean coordinate dis-

11 The HUDF mosaics used have been drizzled to a scale of 0′′. 03 per pixel

tance to correspond to the comoving radial distance, as this
would make calculations significantly simpler. We can accom-
plish this, but when we create coordinates for each object as
such, we need to “correct” the observed angles. That is, we want
a “Euclidean angular size” associated with a certain observed an-
gular size. We will call this θE . An object’s angular size is related
to its physical transverse diameter, d, by the following equation
which derives from Equation (11):

d = θDA = θ
δ(U)
1 + zj

r0 = θE
1

1 + zi
r0 (12)

Note that in the Euclidean case we must contract r0 by a fac-
tor of 1/(1 + zi) to get the comoving distance from zi to zj as
measured by the observer at zi (ri in Equation (7) above). This is
because the proper spatial separation in the current epoch has
been stretched by the Universe’s expansion, so as seen by an
observer at redshift zi it must be scaled appropriately. Hence,
the equivalent Euclidean distance between any two points is
DE = r0/(1 + zi), in which case we get the Euclidean small-angle
approximation back: d = θEDE .

Thus canceling r0 , we get the following expression for θE
from Equation (12):

θE = θδ(U)
1 + zi
1 + zj

(13)

In our initial data zi is simply zero, so that we create coordinates
(X, Y , Z) for an object at redshift z like:

X = sin
(

δ(U)θX
1 + z

)
cos
(

δ(U)θY
1 + z

)
DR(0, z), (14)

and similarly for Y and Z. We have thus developed a coordinate
system of X, Y , and Z in comoving Mpc with the original tele-
scope position at the origin.

13.4 Simulating Observations From Vantage
Points Other Than z = 0

Now, when we “move” the Hubble camera virtually to higher
redshifts, we do so by moving to some new (Xc , Yc , Zc) value
in the coordinate space. (Note that AHaH does not only “virtu-
ally violate the laws of physics” by moving the observer into the
HUDF images at ∼500×1012 times the speed of light, but it
also has no problem “violating the arrow of time” by allowing
the user to move back and forth in redshift through the sorted
HUDF image data cube). By construction, the distance measure
here is just the Euclidean coordinate distance:

DE = ((X – Xc)2 + (Y – Yc)2 + (Z – Zc)2)1/2 (15)

Now to determine where to display an object after we have
“moved” the camera, we use the distance calculated with Equa-
tion (15) and the Euclidean angular size. Using the redshift of
the object of interest, zo , and the camera’s user-defined redshift,
zc , we rearrange Equation (13) to get:

θ = θE
1 + zo

δij(1 + zc)
(16)

Here δij follows from Equation (7) and Equation (10) for an ob-
ject at redshift zj as observed from redshift zi . In this case, θE is
a quantity that we must calculate from our coordinates in the
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usual Euclidean way.
For an object’s angular size it is even simpler than for its

(X,Y ,Z) position, since we do not have to manually calculate θE .
We know that in the Euclidean case:

d = θ0DR = θEDE , (17)

where θ0 is the Euclidean angular size from redshift zero, and
DE is the coordinate distance from the camera to the object
from Equation (15). We then solve for θE in Equation (17),
θE = θ0DR/DE , and substitute back into Equation (16) to ob-
tain an expression for the desired angular size θ for any object
at redshift zo as observed from zc :

θ = θ0

(
DR
DE

)
1 + zo

δij(1 + zc)
(18)

14 Appendix B. Specialized Data Prepa-
ration

To develop the images used in AHaH we first created a custom-
balanced RGB version of the HUDF image12 . While the image
provided in the original press releases12 would have been ade-
quate, it has the undesirable characteristic that very bright ar-
eas, such as bulges in large spiral galaxies, appear burned-out
and lack fine detail. The HUDF data used was taken to roughly
equal depths in the B-, V-, i′-, and z′-band filters, which have
central wavelengths of ∼4320 (Blue), 5920 (Visual), 7690 (Red),
and 9030 Å (near-Infrared), respectively (Beckwith et al., 2006),
so we created a three-channel color image by first combining
the B- and V-bands, applying weights based on the sky signal-
to-noise ratio 13 . We then used the algorithm developed by Lup-
ton et al. (2004) to create the combined RGB image, with the
combined B+V-bands as the blue channel, the i′-band as the
green channel, and the z′-band as the red channel14 . Besides
showing more detail in bright areas, this method has the added
benefit that an object with a specified astronomical color has a
unique color in the composite RGB image. A comparison of the
original STScI color images and our prepared images is shown
in Figure 1. The full HUDF image using this color preparation
technique is also available as an interactive map online15 . One
can see examples of galaxies processed in this way in Figure 2.

The galaxies represented in the AHaH application were i′-
band (8000 Å) selected using the SourceExtractor algorithm
(Bertin and Arnouts, 1996; Bertin et al., 2002) with a detection
threshold of 1.8× the rms noise level (1.8σ) above the local sky.
The i′-band (at z ≈ 6) dropouts of Yan and Windhorst (2004)
were added by hand. We then created color JPEG “stamp”
images for each individual object, using the SourceExtractor-
generated segmentation map to mask as black any pixels out-
side the detected source. These “stamps” were then converted
pixel-for-pixel to PNG images, which employ a lossless compres-
sion algorithm – no image quality was thus lost. We then de-
veloped a transparency map based on each pixel’s brightness,

12 See http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/2004/07/images/a/formats/
full_jpg.jpg for the full-resolution 60 Mb HUDF ACS image in
the BViz filters, and https://www.asu.edu/clas/hst/www/aas2014/
HUDF14-pan-UVrendered.jpg for the deepest 13-filter panchromatic
841-orbit Hubble image.

13 We applied a weight of 0.765 in V and 0.235 in B to balance the image
depths. For details, see Windhorst et al. (2011)

14 The channels were first scaled proportional to the data zero points – Red:
716.474, Green: 345.462, Blue: 254.449, see https://hst-docs.stsci.
edu/acsihb.

15 http://ahah.asu.edu/clickonHUDF/index.html

which was saved into the PNG alpha channel16 . The resulting
images can thus be displayed as semi-transparent, allowing ob-
jects in the distance to show through the dim regions of objects
in the foreground, as is also possible in the real Universe.

Photometric redshifts for the galaxies were measured with
the HyperZ package (Bolzonella et al., 2000), using a combina-
tion of the original HST-ACS four-band (BVi′z′) data from the
HUDF, along with Y-, J- and H-band near-IR data from HST
NICMOS (Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrom-
eter) (Thompson et al., 2005). We have supplemented the
photometric redshifts with spectro-photometric redshifts mea-
sured by Ryan et al. (2007), which incorporate the aforemen-
tioned BVi′z′JH data, as well as grism spectra from GRAPES
(Pirzkal et al., 2004, 2017), the U-band observations from CTIO
(Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory) Mosaic II (Dahlen
et al., 2007), andKs-band data from VLT-ISAAC (Very Large Tele-
scope – Infrared Spectrometer And Array Camera, e.g. Retzlaff
et al. (2010)). For a summary of all these data and the quality of
the spectro-photometric redshifts, see Ryan et al. (2007). When
available, we have chosen to use the more reliable spectro-
photometric redshifts.

16 The alpha channel of a PNG contains the “transparency" of each pixel,
which is more straightforwardly the opacity of the pixel. For more, see
the PNG specification page from w3: https://www.w3.org/TR/PNG-DataRep.
html.

http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/2004/07/images/a/formats/full_jpg.jpg
http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/2004/07/images/a/formats/full_jpg.jpg
https://www.asu.edu/clas/hst/www/aas2014/HUDF14-pan-UVrendered.jpg
https://www.asu.edu/clas/hst/www/aas2014/HUDF14-pan-UVrendered.jpg
https://hst-docs.stsci.edu/acsihb
https://hst-docs.stsci.edu/acsihb
http://ahah.asu.edu/clickonHUDF/index.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/PNG-DataRep.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/PNG-DataRep.html
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Abstract
Kepler’s 2nd law, the law of the areas, is usually taught in passing, between the 1st and the 3rd laws, to be explained
“later on” as a consequence of angular momentum conservation. The 1st and 3rd laws receive the bulk of attention; the
1st law because of the paradigm-shift significance in overhauling the previous circular models with epicycles of both
Ptolemy and Copernicus, the 3rd because of its convenience to the standard curriculum in having a simple
mathematical statement that allows for quantitative homework assignments and exams. In this work I advance a
method for teaching the 2nd law that combines the paradigm-shift significance of the 1st law and the mathematical
proclivity of the 3rd law. The approach is rooted in variational learning and the historical method, indeed, placed in its
historical context, Kepler’s 2nd is as revolutionary as the 1st: as the 1st law does away with the epicycle, the 2nd law
does away with the equant. This way of teaching the 2nd law also formulates the “time=area” statement quantitatively,
in the way of Kepler’s equation, M = E – e sin E, (relating mean anomaly M, eccentric anomaly E, and eccentricity e),
where the left-hand side is time and the right-hand side is area. In doing so, it naturally paves the way to finishing the
module with an active learning computational exercise, for instance, to calculate the timing and location of Mars’ next
opposition. This method is partially based on Kepler’s original thought, and should thus best be applied to
research-oriented students, such as junior and senior physics/astronomy undergraduates, or graduate students.

Keywords: Culture-Based Astronomy Education Research; Astronomy Laboratory Activities; Kepler’s Laws; Historical

Method; Variational Theory of Learning.

1 Introduction

Kepler’s 2nd law is arguably the most challenging of Kepler’s
laws to teach. Yu et al. (2010) found that, in a sample of 112 un-
dergraduate student interviews to gauge prior knowledge for
an introductory astronomy course, the majority (54%) declined
to even guess an answer when inquired about it. This contrasts
to the 1st and 3rd laws, where a majority of the same students
gave incomplete but correct statements about them (“orbits
are not circles”, and “planets orbiting closer to the Sun move
faster; those orbiting farther move slower”, respectively). While
the sample of Yu et al. (2010) was of nonmajor freshmen, the
2nd law remains underrated in upper division major undergrad-
uate courses, where students’ understanding of it still lingers

on the qualitative, and divorced from its historical significance.
In addition, Aktan and Dinçer (2014) find alternative concep-
tions about the 2nd law even among pre-service science teach-
ers. This evidences shortcomings about the way the law is tradi-
tionally explained. The 2nd law is frequently taught (e.g.: Carroll
and Ostlie, 2007; Ryden and Peterson, 2020) as a variation of
the following statement:

A line drawn from the Sun to a planet sweeps out equal areas in
equal time intervals.

This sentence is usually followed by diagrams showing short
wide areas near the Sun and long slender areas far away.
“They’re equal!”, says the instructor, almost like a curiosity. “Why
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is this important?”, asks the inquisitive student. Planets go fast
near the Sun and slow far from it, is the usual answer. It is
how it is described in popular astronomy books (e.g.: de Cayeux
and Brunier, 1983), in high school physics (e.g.: Kuhn, 1962;
Guimaraes and Fonte Boa, 2006), and in numerous educational
websites. In college, one walks the extra mile of proving from
Newton’s laws that Kepler’s 2nd simply reflects angular mo-
mentum conservation (e.g.: Halliday and Resnick, 2020; Marion
and Thornton, 2020). This is usually done by climbing down the
pedestal of differential and integral calculus to the pedestrian
world of Euclidian geometry and defining the strange concept
of “areal velocity”, which is then proved to be constant.

The historical inversion (Newton before Kepler) is rooted on
a discipline approach (Rice, 1972). By grounding Kepler’s 2nd
law on angular momentum conservation, it draws on principled
conceptual knowledge (Leinhardt, 1988), facilitating learning
by structuring it around a major concept of the discipline
of physics. On the other hand, teaching the material in this
way has the unfortunate drawback of reducing Kepler’s 2nd
law to a post-factum instead of presenting it as the product
of original logic, painstaking problem-solving, and what was
then cutting-edge research. These, in turn, are precisely
the skills that should be developed in high-ability students
(Dixon et al., 2004). More importantly, this presentation fails
to obviate that the 2nd law is about quantitatively finding
the planet in the orbit. In this paper I develop a model for
teaching Kepler’s second law using the historical method
(Matthews, 1989; Coelho, 2009; Galili, 2010). The proposed
teaching sequence partially recreates in the classroom the
historical perspective in which Kepler discovered the law in
Astronomia Nova (Kepler, 1609; Aiton, 1969; Boccaletti, 2001).

2 The Historical Method

The historical method (also called genetic approach) has a rich
record in physics. Mach (1895, 1911) and Duhem (1906) ar-
gued that retracing the original line of thought in discovering
the laws of nature led to a deeper understanding of the subject
by the novice students. The sentiment is echoed by Schwab
(1962), who defined teaching science as inquiry in its essence
as “to show some of the conclusions of science in the framework
of the way they arise and are tested”. Modern pedagogy frames
this postulate under the idea of cognitive recapitulation (Piaget,
1970; Posner et al., 1982): ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny,
i.e. there is a parallel between how an individual accrues knowl-
edge (ontogeny) and how the knowledge in the discipline itself
evolved (phylogeny).

Indeed, the way by which conceptual change is brought
about in learners (Posner et al., 1982) shares many similarities
with the structure of paradigm shifts (Kuhn, 1962). According
to Posner et al. (1982), learners have no urge to change their
conception until that conception fails at problem solving. This
is how scientific theories are constructed, thriving until anoma-
lous data is introduced, that cannot be accounted for by the pre-
vailing model. Also, the first response of learners to anomalous
data is not dismissal of the old conception, but questioning of
the data. This is mirrored by the healthy skepticism of the scien-
tific community, requiring extraordinary claims to be backed by
extraordinary evidence. Finally, once the quality of the new data
is established, learners arrive at a conceptual change when pre-
sented with a new theory that accounts for both the old and the
new data. This is epitomized by the correspondence principle
(Bohr, 1920), which requires a new theory to explain all the phe-
nomena for which a preceding theory was valid. Visibly, the his-
torical method retraces the development of the field, prompt-
ing the student to understand under what circumstances the

previous theory was judged convincing, and why a new theory
is necessary.

Equally important, by recreating the atmosphere of discov-
ery, the historical method inherently brings into the classroom
the culture of the field (Conant, 1964; Holton, 1978), informing
not only knowledge but also its structure: the deductive logic
and reasoning by which knowledge was constructed, older and
now obsolete principles and concepts, how they were replaced,
the thinking of generations of astronomers – Galili (2010) calls
this the periphery of the discipline, as opposed to the disci-
pline’s nucleus (axioms and laws) and body (applications).

Finally, research in human cognition shows that learning is
facilitated when presented with a contrast between alternatives
(Piaget, 1977; Zazkis and Chernoff, 2006; Mansouri et al., 2009;
Waxer and Morton, 2012), which is explained within the frame-
work of Variation Theory of Learning (Marton and Booth, 1997;
Pang and Marton, 2003; Marton et al., 2004; Marton and Pang,
2008; Orgill, 2012; Bussey et al., 2013; Cheng, 2016). Accord-
ing to variation theory, for learning to occur, some critical as-
pects of the object of learning must vary while other aspects
remain constant. This is exactly how scientists determine cause
and effect, mapping the parameter space by exploring one vari-
able at a time while holding all the other variables constant. As a
consequence, another reason the historical method is effective
as a teaching tool is because, in recreating the narrative that
led to the production of knowledge, it recreates the concep-
tual conflict that necessitated that knowledge (Monk and Os-
borne, 1997), while also using the tools of the scientific method
adapted to the classroom in the form of variational learning.

This paper is structured as follows. In the next section the
context of the study is presented, followed by the teaching de-
sign (the proposed teaching sequence), including exposition
and active learning exercises in the presentation for replicating
the method. I conclude with an assessment of student learning
and discussion.

3 Context of the Study

This method was originally developed as part of a one semester
course on dynamical astronomy for physics students in their
junior year, at a primarily undergraduate university in California,
in 2018. The class had 24 students. I taught it again twice for
first-year astronomy PhD students (ASTR 503, “Fundamental
Astronomy”) at New Mexico State University, in 2019, and
2020. I teach this in two classes of 75 minutes each, as part
of a module on Kepler’s laws. The first two times were taught
in person, the third time online in “flipped classroom” format
(King, 1993; the videos are available at https://www.youtube.
com/playlist?list=PLatuGW739E0lVsAwwqTHKU0tluD9h4c3I). To
com-plement the pre-class videos, typeset notes are also
provided (available at http://astronomy.nmsu.edu/wlyra/
FundamentalAstronomy/Module3_KeplerLaws_Notes.pdf). The
2019 class had 10 students, which provided a convenience
sample (Saumure and Given, 2008) to poll about the 2nd law.

The fundamental question that guides the module is a
question that intrigued humanity for millenia: how to predict
the position of the planets? The goal of the module is to
understand how Kepler’s laws connect to the emergence of
modern astronomy, to understand planetary motion, the inter-
play between theory and observations, and the fundamental
importance of observational accuracy. The module on Kepler’s
laws is done after a module on Spherical Astronomy, so the
students are familiar with coordinate systems on the celestial
sphere, and how to transform between equatorial and ecliptic
coordinates. I also introduce the concept of elongation, the
angle between the planet and the Sun. This serves the purpose
of introducing Ptolemy’s model, which is key to understanding

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLatuGW739E0lVsAwwqTHKU0tluD9h4c3I
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLatuGW739E0lVsAwwqTHKU0tluD9h4c3I
http://astronomy.nmsu.edu/wlyra/FundamentalAstronomy/Module3_KeplerLaws_Notes.pdf
http://astronomy.nmsu.edu/wlyra/FundamentalAstronomy/Module3_KeplerLaws_Notes.pdf
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Table 1. Initial conditions for the N-body code for computing the position and velocities of “real” Earth and Mars.

Planet Semimajor axis Eccentricity Inclination Position Velocity
(a) (e) (i) (xyz) (vx , vy , vz)

Earth 1.0000 0.0000 0 (1,0,0) (0,1,0)
Mars 1.5237 0.0934 0 (1.66601358,0,0) (0, 0.73768098,0)

the revolutionary character of Kepler’s 2nd law. For the junior
class I started with Owen Gingerich’s celebrated Mars lab
(Gingerich, 1983) to find Kepler’s 1st law in an active learning
way (Bonwell and Eison, 1991). For the PhD course, Gingerich’s
lab was done as a computational exercise. The lab is followed
by the geometrical proof that the orbit is an ellipse, again
using the historical method, with pre-Newtonian reasoning
(Appendix A). In the online version I could not provide drafting
tools to each student, so I created a video of the method
(available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss-nmWFY5Wo&
list=PLatuGW739E0lVsAwwqTHKU0tluD9h4c3I&index=2), and we did
active learning in class showing how we would not be able to
discriminate between an ellipse and an off-centered circle with
the accuracy of common classroom drafting instruments. The
1st law lab and instruction set the stage for Kepler’s 2nd law.

4 Teaching Methods

The historical method was adopted in response to the unset-
tledness of teaching Kepler’s 2nd Law as a post-factum, and
with seemingly less importance than the 1st and the 3rd. The
1st law, the planets orbit the Sun in elliptical orbits with the
Sun at one of the two foci, has a clear and powerful paradigm-
shifting formulation. Its statement is a direct and unequivo-
cal breaking with the previous cosmological models, of both
Ptolemy and Copernicus, that insisted on circular orbits. The
3rd law, the cube of the semimajor axes is proportional to the
square of the periods, is formulated as an elementary mathe-
matical statement, and thus conveniently translated into quan-
titative homework assignments and exams, even at the high
school level. In contrast with the 1st and the 3rd, the sec-
ond law, the radius vector connecting the planet to the Sun
sweeps equal areas in equal times, sounds disturbingly turbid
to the modern student, its geometric statement a remnant of
a pre-calculus era. Transplanting ourselves to Kepler’s time by
putting aside Newtonian physics and knowledge of conserva-
tion of angular momentum, one should ask: why did Kepler
care about area? In the junior class in 2018 I asked the stu-
dents this question. No hands were raised. Not wanting to
repeat the usual way of teaching the 2nd law, and given how
other educators also struggle with how to present it (Setyadin
et al., 2020), I decided to teach it partially following the histor-
ical method to retrace Kepler’s original line of thought. In its
historical context, Kepler 2nd law is similar in formulation to
the 1st law in the sense that it is contrasted to the previous
model. The orbit is an ellipse contrasts to the orbit is a circle.
Likewise, equal areas at equal times contrasts to equal angles
at equal times. The 2nd law is formulated as a conceptual con-
flict. For 1500 years, up to Kepler, astronomy insisted not only
on circles but also on uniform motion. In Ptolemy’s model, to
account for the perceived non-uniform motion of a planet, he
introduced the equant, which is a point on the line of apsides
about which the center of the epicycle does uniform motion.
The practicality is that time is given by angle, so the motion of
the planet, though non-uniform from Earth’s reference frame,
is easily parametrized in time. The doctrine of uniform motion
was so prevalent that it was an a priori in Copernicus new he-
liocentric model: to do away with non-uniform motion and cast
all planetary movement as uniform circular motion in deferents

and epicycles about their centers. Astronomy up to Kepler had
it ingrained that there was a reference frame about which a
planet sweeps equal angles at equal times. That is the prior
model that the 2nd law contests. Imagine that you never heard
about circular orbits before. It would become difficult to under-
stand the paradigm-shifting impact of the 1st law. This lack of
awareness is precisely the situation a modern student encoun-
ters the 2nd law.

The remainder of this section will be presented for a flipped
classroom (King, 1993) format. In this style, content delivery is
removed from the in-person classroom time with the students,
which is used instead for discussion and active learning. The
method here developed to teach Kepler’s 2nd law shares sim-
ilarities with the presentation of the same subject by Holton
and Brush (1952). Our method, however, is more mathemat-
ically grounded and focuses on the correspondence principle
and conceptual conflict between the equant model and Ke-
pler’s 2nd law. A drawback of the method is the need to teach
the equant model, which many students (as well as instructors)
have little familiarity with. However, we minimized the time
needed to introduce the model, while also keeping it pedagog-
ical.

4.1 Presentation of the teaching sequence

Finding the shape of the orbit is not solving the whole prob-
lem of planetary motion. A practical question remains: how to
find the planet in the orbit? To better understand Kepler’s 2nd
law, let us look at what existed before him. Ancient wisdom in-
sisted in uniform circular motion, because it was their way to
understand periodicity. Regularity was found in circles, accord-
ing to Copernicus (1543), “the only figure that can bring back
the past”. Although it was apparent that the Sun (or the Earth
for that matter) was not the center of the orbit, the shape of
the ellipse was out of the reach of their observational accuracy.
Non-uniform motion along the orbit was also evident, and a so-
lution was found by Ptolemy, namely, the equant model. Most
modern astronomers are not familiar with this model, which is
nowadays only of historical importance, so a brief pedagogical
exposition is warranted. Let us get to it step by step. Along the
way, the students will do active learning exercises to understand
Kepler’s 2nd law. Like Kepler, we will use Mars in this study, be-
cause it is the superior planet of highest eccentricity and, added
bonus, also the closest one.

For the exercises presented in this section, the students will
use a N-body code of their choice – e.g., Rebound (Rein and Liu,
2012) or Mercury (Chambers, 2012); the plots here shown were
calculated with the Pencil Code (Brandenburg et al., 2021) –
and calculate the orbital evolution of the Earth and Mars. Earth
and Mars are test particles (zero mass), so the Sun’s position
coincides with the barycenter of the system. The results here
shown have Earth and Mars initialized at the position and ve-
locities given in Table 1, which are the position and velocity at
aphelion. The orbit of the Earth is approximated to zero eccen-
tricity, and the orbits of both planets to zero inclination. In these
units an Earth year is T = 2π. Run the simulation until time
t=100, which is approximately 16 Earth years. The students will
use this “real” Mars to compare to the different models.

The critical aspect that the instructor should make

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss-nmWFY5Wo&list=PLatuGW739E0lVsAwwqTHKU0tluD9h4c3I&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss-nmWFY5Wo&list=PLatuGW739E0lVsAwwqTHKU0tluD9h4c3I&index=2
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Figure 1. Elements of the different circular orbit models: (a) Sun-centered uniform circular motion about the Sun; (b) Off-centered uniform circular motion about
the center; (c) Off-centered uniform motion about the equant (point L). M is the mean anomaly and E the eccentric anomaly. On (a) and (b) the mean anomaly and
the eccentric anomaly are identical.

the students aware of is that the accuracy of ancient
observations was 1◦ , so any model that fits the po-
sitions of the planets to one degree accuracy will be
deemed acceptable. Otherwise, the model is rejected.

4.2 Starting simple: a sun-centered, circular
model

Let us assume that planets go in circular orbits, centered at the
Sun, in uniform motion (Fig. 1a). At any instant of time, the
position of Mars is given by:

x(t) = a cos M′(t) (1)

y(t) = a sin M′(t) (2)

Here M′ is measured counterclockwise from aphelion; it re-
lates to the mean anomaly M (measured counterclockwise from
perihelion) by M′ = M–180. The mean anomaly is M(t) = nt, with
t meaning time, and n = 2π

T is the mean motion, where T is the
period of Mars. Here, M, the mean anomaly, is equal to both the
eccentric and true anomalies. Another critical aspect to raise
awareness here is that everything but time in the definition of
mean anomaly is constant. Mean anomaly equals time. Mean
anomaly is time.

The students will compare this sun-centred circular model
with the “real” Mars they calculated from the N-body model. The
students should plot the ecliptic longitude of Mars in the sky,
which is:

λ = arctan
(

∆y
∆x

)
(3)

Where ∆y = y(t)Mars–y(t)Earth , and∆x = x(t)Mars–x(t)Earth ; i.e.
the relative position of Mars and the Earth. The students should
plot the four subplots of Figure 2. The upper left plot is λ vs time
for the two models (“real” Mars in red and the circular model of
Eqs 1 and 2 in black). The upper right plot is the deviation in
λ between the model and real Mars. The lower left plot is the
bird-eye heliocentric view of the orbits, i.e., y(t) vs x(t). The lower
right plot is the bird-eye geocentric view, i.e., ∆y vs ∆x.

From this exercise, the students should realize that the
model does not reproduce either the shape of the orbit or the
longitudes. The predicted positions of retrogradations, specifi-

cally, are off by as much as 30 degrees from the actual positions
of Mars. The students here discern that the circle model cannot
be correct, and conclude that the model has to be discarded.
The instructor can now introduce variation, fitting other mod-
els, and performing the same analysis to assess the adequacy
and accuracy of each model in reproducing the observations.

4.3 The Eccentre

The circular model failing, the instructor now introduces a new
model, the eccentre (Fig. 1b). The critical aspect is centredness:
this model merely shifts the position of the center of the orbit
away from the Sun by an amount ae, keeping the uniform mo-
tion. At any given instant in time, the position of Mars, seen from
the Sun, is now given by:

x(t) = a cos E′(t) + ae (4)

y(t) = a sin E′(t) (5)

where ae is the amount we shift the center away from the
Sun. Here E′ , like M′ , is measured counterclockwise from aphe-
lion; it relates to the eccentric anomaly E (measured counter-
clockwise from perihelion) by E′ = E – 180.

The students should compare this model with the “real”
Mars. They will plot the same graphs as Figure 2, but now with
this model. The results are seen in Figure 3, where the model
is shown in cyan. The students realize that the model repro-
duces the orbit, but it does not reproduce the velocity of Mars. It
predicts oppositions and retrogradations still off by 15 degrees.
Again, this model cannot be right, and the students discard the
model.

4.4 Non-uniform motion

Another variation will be introduced, keeping the eccentre,
since it reproduces the orbit, but relaxing the idea of uniform
motion in order to reproduce the orbital velocity. The instructor
now finally presents the equant model (Fig. 1c). To fit the ve-
locity of the planets, Ptolemy added a third device, the equant
point, defined as a point on the line of apsides about which
the angular velocity of a body on its orbit is constant. This
point is point L in Figure 1c. About L, the planet, located at
P, goes around in uniform motion, being described by the an-
gle M = nt. The eccentric anomaly E seen from the center of
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Figure 2. Mars orbit versus a circular Sun-centered orbit model. Upper left plot: Ecliptic longitude vs Time, Mars (red) vs circular orbit (black). The longitudes
generally match, except at retrogradations. Upper right plot: Longitude residual. The error amounts to as much as 30 degrees. The circular Sun-centered model is
not acceptable. Lower left plot: Heliocentric view of the orbit. Red is mars, blue is Earth, magenta the model. Lower right plot: Geocentric view of the orbit.

Figure 3. Mars orbit versus off-centered circular orbit model (the eccentre), keeping uniform motion. Upper left plot: Ecliptic longitude vs Time, Mars (red) vs circular
off-centered orbit (cyan). The longitudes generally match, except at retrogradations. Upper right plot: Longitude residual. The error is better than the Sun-centered
model, but still amounts to as much as 15 degrees. The off-centered model with uniform circular motion is not acceptable. Lower left plot: Heliocentric view of the
orbit. Red is mars, blue is Earth, green the model. Lower right plot: Geocentric view of the orbit.
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Table 2. Initial conditions for the N-body code for computing the
evolution seen in Fig 5. All planets are massless. The other orbital
elements (inclination, longitude of ascending node, and longitude
of perihelion) are assumed zero.

Planet Semimajor axis Eccentricity True Anomaly
(a) (e) (f )

Mercury 0.387098 0.20563 0◦

Venus 0.723332 0.006772 180◦

Earth 1.0000 0.0167 0◦

Mars 1.5237 0.0934 180◦

Jupiter 5.2044 0.0489 0◦

Saturn 9.582 0.0565 180◦

the orbit is related to M by noticing that the triangle ∆LCP has
angles CL̂P = 180◦ – M′ , and LP̂C = M′ – E′ . The side CP has
length equal to a, and the side LC has length equal to ae. The
students should find geometrically the relationship between ec-
centric and mean anomaly in this model. Applying the law of
sines:

sin (M′ – E′)
ae

=
sin M′

a
(6)

that is,

sin(M′ – E′) = e sin M′ (7)

Thus, solving for E

E′ = M′ – sin–1(e sin M′) (8)

At any time, the position of Mars, seen from the Sun, is again
given by Eqs (4) and (5), except that now E′(t) is non-uniform,
given by Eq. (8). Again, the students should graph this model in
comparison to “real” Mars. The result is shown in Figure 4. The
students visualize that agreement is achieved to within half a
degree. At this point the instructor should bring again to the
students’ focal awareness the critical aspect that Ptolemy did
not have accuracy under a degree (Høg, 2017); thus, the stu-
dents discern that the equant gives excellent agreement to the
observations.

An extra assignment could consist of plotting the results
of the equant model to the other planets visible in the pre-
telescope era, as shown in Figure 5. This figure was computed
with an equant for each planet. The “real” planets (Mercury,
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn) were initialized as shown
in Table 2, supposed massless, and alternating perihelion and
aphelion.

Each planet has its own equant – which simply reflects the
eccentricity of the orbit. Even in the case of Mercury, the planet
of highest eccentricity, the agreement with the observations is
satisfactory to the degree. The students should also conclude
from this exercise how appropriate Mars was as subject of Ke-
pler’s analysis. The critical aspect now is that Tycho’s observa-
tional data was accurate to 2 arcminutes (Høg, 2017). The in-
structor can ask: “based on this figure you produced, and know-
ing that Tycho’s observations were accurate to two arcminutes,
can you tell why Mars was appropriate for elucidating Kepler’s
laws?” The students should discern that, of the superior planets,
Mars is the one whose deviation more blatantly disagreed with
the prevailing model. Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn deviate by less
than 2 arcminutes, within the accuracy of Tycho’s data. Mercury,
never too far from the Sun, is simply too difficult to observe.

4.5 Optional

The instructor may want at this point to do a parenthetical com-
ment, returning for a moment to modern scientific parlance,
and noting that the equant model is a model accurate to first
order in eccentricity (Hoyle, 1973; Murray and Dermott, 1999).
At higher eccentricities the equant model will again start to de-
viate significantly from the observations. Figure 6 shows a hy-
pothetical planet of eccentricity e = 0.45. The equant model is
off by more than 10 degrees. While for e ∼ 0.2, like Mercury’s
orbit, the model is satisfactory down to 40 arcmin accuracy, for
e = 0.45 one would need higher order corrections. Kepler’s 2nd
law is the full solution.

4.6 The ellipse has no equant

Ptolemy’s solution had a very practical function. Given a point in
the line of apsides upon which the planet sweeps equal angles
in equal times, the orbit can be parametrized, as given by Eqs.
(4) and (5) with E given by Eq. (8). Kepler had two problems.
First, Tycho’s observations of Mars, accurate to 2 arcmins, did
not allow for the 30 arcmin error given by the equant model.
Second, his ellipses, with the planet speeding nearing perihe-
lion and slowing down nearing aphelion begged the question:
what is the equivalent to the equant? What is the point about
which a planet sweeps equal angles in equal times? Where is
the point along the line of apsides that we can say that angle
equals time? As it turns out, Kepler’s quest to answer this ques-
tion culminated with his 2nd law, that demolished the idea of
uniform motion. The answer is: there is no equant. For the el-
lipse, there is no point about which an observer will see equal
angles at equal times. Kepler’s first law does away with the
epicycle. Kepler’s second law does away with the equant. This
subsection is the one directly from Kepler’s Astronomy Nova. I
taught it in detail twice, before realizing that the level of detail
is unnecessary. What the students should know is that Kepler
tried to find the equant for the ellipse and failed to find it.
In trying to find out the location of Mars’ equant, Kepler again
made use of Tycho’s data. He took four observations of Mars
in opposition, at times t1 , t2 , t3 , andt4 , corresponding to mean
anomalies M1 , M2M3 , andM4 . The equant would be the unique
point on the line of apsides whence Mars is seen at these angles
(Fig. 7).

Yet, Kepler’s best fit with an “ellipse equant” model was
incompatible with the observations by 8 arcminutes, which
was inadmissible by Tycho’s 2 arcminute accuracy. Kepler had
to go back and question his assumptions. But the assumptions
were minimal. They amounted to:

1. Mars orbits the Sun;
2. Tycho’s observations are reliable;
3. The equant exists.

(1) and (2) were beyond doubt correct. The conclusion
was astonishing. The equant, a staple of astronomy for 1500
years, cannot exist. Kepler started this analysis by asking the
question: where is the equant? And the answer was: there
is no equant. There is no point about which we can say the
planet sweeps equal angles at equal times. Uniform motion
does not exist. Time is not given by angle. This is the aspect of
the second law that should be emphasized: it rules out 1500
years of the paradigm of uniform motion.
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Figure 4. Mars orbit versus off-centered circular orbit model, with uniform motion about the equant. Upper left plot: Ecliptic longitude vs time, Mars (red) vs equant
model (orange). Upper right plot: Longitude residual. The error is at most 30 arc minutes. Ptolemy’s accuracy was 1 degree. The model is acceptable. Lower left
plot: Heliocentric view of the orbit. Red is mars, blue is Earth, orange the equant model. Lower right plot: Geocentric view of the orbit. The equant model reproduces
location and time of retrogradations.

Figure 5. Residuals of the equant model for each planet. The residuals reflect orbital eccentricity. Even for Mercury, the most eccentric planet (e = 0.2), the equant
agrees with the observations down to 40 arcminutes.
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Figure 6. Validity of the equant model. A hypothetical planet (green) with orbital eccentricity 0.45, The equant model (orange) does not reproduce it well anymore.
The equant is a model accurate only to 1st order in eccentricity.

Figure 7. Kepler’s method to determine the location of Mars’ equant in an el-
liptic orbit, using four observations of Mars in opposition. The four dots in each
orbit represent the four observations; the motion is counterclockwise. Because
the Sun (S), Earth (blue orbit and dots), and Mars (red orbit and dots) are aligned,
the orange lines intersect at the Sun. Timing the observations yields the mean
anomalies M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 . Kepler then looked for the point L in the line of ap-
sides where Mars would be seen at exactly these angles, failing to find it. The
model could not be reconciled with the observations by 8 arcminutes, inadmis-
sible by Tycho’s 2 arcminute accuracy, forcing him to discard the equant model.
The eccentricity of Mars’ orbit is highly exagerated (∼ 0.4 instead of ∼ 0.1) for
clarity.

4.7 Time is equal area

Kepler had disproved fifteen centuries of “equal angles at equal
times”. That still leaves the problem of how to find the eccentric
anomaly as a function of time. In looking for something that
could be a measurement of time, Kepler stumbled on what this
something was.

Because planets are slower when far from the Sun and faster
when close, Kepler reasoned that the velocity was inversely pro-
portional to the distance, uα1

r . If that is the case, one can mul-
tiply both sides by time and write the proportionality:

u r tα t (9)

The quantity in the left-hand side, whatever it is, is linearly
proportional to time. It is the “something” sought in equal
“something” at equal times. But what is its interpretation?

The product ut is the length of the arc swung by the planet. If
the time is infinitesimal, t → dt, the arc is infinitesimal, dl = udt.
Then the Sun, the planet’s position at t and its position at t + dt
form a triangle, of area r dl/2. Comparing to Eq. (9), the quantity
u r dt = r dl that is linearly proportional to time is thus the area.
As a planet orbits the Sun, the area it sweeps is proportional to
time. Mean anomaly is not given by an angle. Mean anomaly is
given by an area.
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4.8 Kepler’s Equation

At this point the class becomes finding the mathematical state-
ment of Kepler’s equation. The critical aspect to focus on is that
the 2nd law is quantitative, relating the eccentric anomaly of
the planet (and consequently its true anomaly) to the mean
anomaly. The students have already studied in the 1st law the
geometry of the ellipse (Appendix A).

The mean anomaly is proportional to the area. The question
then is, how to compute the area? Kepler did not know calcu-
lus, so he could not calculate the area by summing the infinite
infinitesimal distances. But Kepler was an excellent geometer.
After he discovered that the orbit was an ellipse, he used the ge-
ometry of the ellipse to find out the area. Most students do not
know a proof that the area of the ellipse of semimajor axis a and
semiminor axis b is πab, so a short proof of it using integration
is shown in Appendix B.

Given that the planet sweeps equal areas at equal times, a
relation between mean anomaly (time) and area can be estab-
lished. A planet sweeping equal areas at equal times will, within
a time t, sweep an area

Asector = πab
t
T

(10)

where T is the orbital period. The question is, what is the area of
the sector? Consider Figure 8. The area swept from perihelion
(X) to point P is the area of the elliptic sector ASPX . We can relate
it to the area of the circular sector ASQX by using the relation
PH/QH = b/a.

ASPX =
b
a

ASQX (11)

The elliptic sector SQX can be broken down as the circular
sector CQX, minus the triangle ∆CSQ

ASQX = ACQX – ACSQ (12)

The circular sector CQX comprises an angle E of the full 2π

circle, so its area is

ACQX = πa2 E
2π

(13)

Figure 8. The true anomaly f is the angle, with vertex at the Sun, from perihelion
to the planet. The eccentric anomaly E is the angle with vertex at the center
of the orbit, from perihelion to the planet. Given the geometry of the ellipse,
PH/QH = b/a, where b is the semiminor axis and a is the semimajor axis.

As for the triangle ∆CSQ, its base is CS = ae, and height QH =
a sin E

ACSQ =
1
2

(ae) (a sin E) (14)

We thus find the area of the elliptic sector SPX,

ASPX =
ab
2

(E – e sin E) (15)

But because area equal time, ASPX = πabt
T . Equating both,

2π
t
T

= E – e sin E (16)

Given n = 2π
T , the left hand side is M = nt, the mean anomaly.

Thus,

M = E – e sin E (17)

This result is known asKepler’s equation. It is a direct conse-
quence of Kepler’s 2nd law, and can also be seen as Kepler’s 2nd
law itself. The left-hand side is time. The right-hand side is area.
After teaching Kepler’s 2nd this way, I gave as homework assign-
ment a computational exercise where students had to predict
the timing and location of Mars’ next opposition, given the or-
bital elements and the current position of Mars and the Sun.
I tested the method in both traditional and flipped classroom
(King, 1993) environments. In the latter, the lab was started in
an online class (taught during the 2020 pandemic of COVID-
19), with the students sharing a python jupyter notebook via
simultaneous video conferencing while freely debating. The
method is thus in line with active learning (Bonwell and Eison,
1991), constructivist learning theory (Simon, 1995), and struc-
tured in a multimodal framework, featuring: videos, which are
optimal for the visual/audio learners; notes, aimed at the reader
learners; team-based learning, which helps the social learners;
and coding exercises for the logical/math learners.

5 Assessment of Student Learning

A pre-and post- test was used in the graduate class adminis-
trated in 2019; the class had 10 students. The pre-test ques-
tionnaire had questions pertinent to all material covered in Fun-
damental Astronomy, among which one of the questions was
“What is the relevance of area in Kepler’s 2nd law?”, to be an-
swered discursively. The post-test was administrated after both
Kepler’s Laws and Celestial Mechanics modules, 3 weeks after
Kepler’s 2nd law was taught.

All students had the qualitative understanding of the law,
as expected from graduate students in a major astronomy re-
search institution, yet no one tied it to the crucial fact of find-
ing the true anomaly. Post-instruction, the answers varied little
from the pre-test, with 70% of the students repeating the “equal
areas equal times” response of the pre-test. 30% showed a dif-
ferent answer: that area “allows position of the planet to be de-
termined”, “is time”, and “shows there is no reference point from
which an object appears to orbit equal angles in equal times”.
Perhaps the question of the pre-and-post test could have been
better phrased. In contrast, anecdotal feedback I received so far,
as well as the degree of student comprehension on dealing with
Kepler’s equation, supports the approach. One student in par-
ticular approached me to say they found the lab “inspiring” and
“ really interesting”, adding in particular that they liked the way
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the class was taught, going through the historical development
of the ideas and the critical thinking involved. One student, after
the Mars opposition computational exercise, stated that “now I
finally understand Kepler’s 2nd law and how to use it”. Another
student said they liked how the class was taught “like research”.
Yet another student declared “mad respect” for Kepler after the
module.

6 Conclusion

In this work I constructed a way to teach Kepler’s 2nd law based
on the historical method. The perceived benefits of the ap-
proach are enumerated below.

1. It frames the teaching in terms of a conceptual conflict,
which research in human cognition shows is conducive to
more effective learning (Piaget, 1977; Waxer and Morton,
2012). The conflict is between the equant model (equal
angles) and Kepler’s 2nd law (equal areas).

2. Variational learning (Marton and Booth, 1997) is naturally
brought to the classroom. In a scientific experiment, the
impact of a variable is isolated by controlling its change
while holding all the other variables constant, and analyz-
ing the effect of the change. According to variational the-
ory, this parallels how students construct learning. In the
case in question, students explore different models until
a match between data and model is achieved to observa-
tional accuracy. The different models hold one aspect con-
stant while varying others (Sun centered/off-centered, and
uniform/non-uniform motion).

3. The method uses the correspondence principle (Bohr,
1920), making the students understand the validity and
limits of the equant model in its own historical frame-
work, as a valid model that reproduces the observations
up to about half a degree. The students understand why
it worked (a model accurate to first order in eccentricity)
and why it had to be discarded (when observational accu-
racy became better than the 40 arcminute accuracy given
by the model). Data of worse quality would not have been
able to discern between the equant model and Kepler’s
2nd law. As such, the approach also emphasizes to the
students the paramount importance of observational ac-
curacy.

4. The proposed approach highlights the revolutionary char-
acter of Kepler’s 2nd law: instead of repeating "equal ar-
eas in equal times" instructors can instead say "contrary to
1500 years of astronomical lore, there is no such thing as
equal angles in equal times. Kepler’s 1st law discards the
epicycle. Kepler’s 2nd law discards the equant. Area is how
you measure time and hence how you find the planet."

5. The approach is also rooted in mathematical grounding, as
“time = area” is stated not only through geometrical illus-
trations, but by Kepler’s equation (Eq. 17). Students can
then manipulate it quantitatively, as usually done for the
3rd law.

6. By recreating the atmosphere of discovery, the method
also frames the class in terms of cultural teaching
(Matthews, 1989; Galili, 2010), bringing into the class-
room the culture of astronomy. It is a narrative method
that reveals the inner workings of the minds of the pi-
oneers of the discipline, allowing their own voice to be
brought into the classroom. For instance, Kepler famously
wrote, in trying to locate the equant (Fig 7): “If this weari-
some method has filled you with loathing, it should more
properly fill you with compassion for me as I have gone
through it at least seventy times at the expense of a great
deal of time." That is a feeling that many a graduate stu-

dent can empathize with. Combining human reason and
emotion with the timeless elements of paradigm-shifting
research, namely, tension between theory and new data,
new data leading to a new theory, the new theory corre-
sponding to the previous theory in its limit of applicabil-
ity, this is a method that humanizes science and creates
a bridge between a student experience and that of the
greatest names in the history of the field.

Finally, on the limitations of the method, it has been said that
the inquiry method, of which the historical method is a sub-
set, is too difficult for any but the brightest students and that
by teaching discarded ideas it is prone to causing confusion
(Welch et al., 1981). Indeed, the method has been tested in up-
per division undergraduate and graduate studies only, so its ef-
fectiveness at lower division or general education courses is un-
constrained. Also, because Kepler’s equation is transcendental,
this method is best used in graduate curricula, where computa-
tional techniques are more routinely applied. Another criticism
is that scientists are not historians and, by attempting to teach
history of science we incur into the danger of teaching bad his-
tory (Matthews, 1989). Also, as stated by (Ausubel, 1968) “the
most important factor influencing learning is what the learner
already knows”. Indeed, resilience of previous conception is ob-
served, as 70% of students repeated the pre- and post-test an-
swer. The post-test was given after 3 weeks of instruction and af-
ter teaching Celestial Mechanics. It is unclear if the time elapsed,
the introduction of Newtonian physics, or the phrasing of the
question influenced this result.

7 Conclusion
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Appendix A: Elliptical orbits (Kepler’s 1st
law)

In this appendix, the instructor guides the demonstration that
the shape of the orbit is an ellipse. It works as active learning,
with the instructor giving to each student a sheet with the el-
liptic shape, and a set of drafting tools. This appendix is written
in teacher’s voice, guiding how to draw Figure 9 step by step.
The order: is AP, circle centered at A, PH, circle centered at B,
PQ, BQ, β = HB̂Q, QK , AK , AKQR, and finally β = AB̂R. A video
is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss-nmWFY5Wo&
list=PLatuGW739E0lVsAwwqTHKU0tluD9h4c3I&index=3.

Having found the orbit, Kepler had no idea what geometri-
cal shape it corresponded to. Yet, Kepler realized, through ge-
ometry, some properties this shape had. Consider Figure 9 (at
this point with the only the red curve drawn, points B, C, P, ma-
jor and minor axes; the focus A can be pre-drawn, or it can be
found with the compass, from point F and striking the line of ap-
sides with length BC, the semimajor axis). The Sun is at point A,
and Mars at point P. The segment AP, of length r, is the radius
vector from the Sun to the planet. The orbit is the red curve,
which, a priori, we do not know what shape it corresponds to.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss-nmWFY5Wo&list=PLatuGW739E0lVsAwwqTHKU0tluD9h4c3I&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss-nmWFY5Wo&list=PLatuGW739E0lVsAwwqTHKU0tluD9h4c3I&index=3
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Figure 9. Kepler’s method to find the curve corresponding to Mars’ orbit. The
crucial insight was to realize that a perpendicular to BQ at Q is tangent to the cir-
cle centered at the Sun (A) and with radius r equal to the radius vector that joins
the Sun and the planet (P). The eccentricity of Mars’ orbit is highly exagerated
for clarity.

Some elements are:

1. The aphelion is point C;
2. The line of apsides is bisected at point B, the geometric

center of the curve;
3. The length of the segment BC is by definition a;
4. The length of the segment AB is by definition ae; e is the

eccentricity of the ellipse, but we do not know that yet. So
far e is an adhoc constant, the factor by which we need to
move the Sun away from the center.

What we want to find is AP, the radius vector of the orbit
(draw AP). Algebraically, one would call it r and try to find a math-
ematical relationship for it. Geometrically, one draws a circle.
This circle is centered at A and has radius AP (draw circle). We
do not need to find exactly AP; if we find the radius of this circle,
at any angle, we find the length of the radius vector. We trace
the circle in the hope that a geometric coincidence that helps
tell what the length r is becomes obvious.

Another way to find the shape of the curve is to find the coor-
dinates x and y of the planet, and uncover their mathematical
relation. We find the coordinate x by drawing the perpendicu-
lar from P to the line of apsides, defining point H (draw PH and
point H). The coordinates of P are x = BH and y = PH.

Next, we define the eccentric anomaly. For that we draw
the circumscribed circle, of center B and radius BC = a (draw
circle). We prolong the line PH until it intersects the circum-
scribed circle at point Q (draw PQ). The eccentric anomaly is
E = AB̂Q (draw BQ). We will also define the auxiliary angle
β = E – 180◦ = HB̂Q, (draw β). Given the triangle ∆BHQ, the
coordinate x is BQ cosβ. Given BQ = a, we found the first coor-
dinate.

x = a cosβ (18)

As for y, the triangle ∆AHP can be used. It is a right triangle
where AP = r is the hypotenuse; the catheti are PH = y, and
AH = AB + BH = ae + x. Thus,

Figure 10. The ratio PH/QH = yell/ycirc is equal to b/a, where b is the semiminor
axis and a the semimajor axis of the ellipse.

y2 = r2 – (ae + x)2 (19)

Eq 18 gives the value of x, but the value of the radius vec-
tor r is so far unknown. Kepler found r in an ingenious way. He
realized something curious: the perpendicular to BQ at Q is tan-
gent to the circle of center A and radius r. (prolong BQ and draw
the perpendicular)

Let K be the tangential point (draw K). Since AK is a radius
(draw AK), then AP = AK = r. So, if we find AK , we find the value
of r. Because QK is tangent to the circle, AK̂Q is a right angle.
Kepler then prolonged the radius BQ to construct the rectan-
gle AKQR (draw the rectangle and define R). Because this is a
rectangle, AK = QR = r. The length QR is the sum of the radius
(BQ = a) and the length BR. This length is given by the right
triangle ∆ARB. The hypothenuse is AB = ae, and the cathetus
BR = ae cosβ (draw AB̂R = β). We find thus AP = BQ + BR, or
r = a + ae cosβ. Given β = E – 180◦ .

r = a(1 – e cos E) (20)

Having found the radius vector, we substitute Eq. 20 and Eq.
18 into Eq. 19, finding

y2 = a2(1 – e2) sin2 E (21)

We can then write cos2 E = x2/a2 , and sin2 E = y2/[a2(1–e2)]
and invoke the trigonometric equality sin2 E + cos2 E = 1 to find
the relationship between the coordinates

x2

a2 +
y2

a2(1 – e2)
= 1 (22)

This is the equation of an ellipse. The semimajor axis is a, and
the semiminor axis is b = a(1 – e2)1/2 .

AppendixB : Short proof of the area of the
ellipse

Consider Figure 10. The main insight is that PH/QH = b/a,
which is seen because CQ = a, and thus QH = a sin E, and we
have already proven (Eq 21) that PH = a(1 – e2)1/2 sin E = b sin E.
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The area Ac of the circle is 4 times the area of the quadrant. The
area of the quadrant can be found by integrating the vertical
distances yc from x = 0 to x = a.

Ac = 4
∫a

0
yc dx (23)

Given yc = a sin E and x = a cos E, then Ac = πa2 , as expected.
The area of the ellipse is

Ae = 4
∫a

0
ye dx (24)

Because we can write ye = b/a yc , then

Ae = 4
b
a

∫a

0
yc dx =

b
a

Ac = πab (25)
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Abstract
Having students confront the real night sky is difficult for a large class. The determination of the duration of the sidereal
day is, however, a project that students can do on their own without specialized equipment. This project provides an
introduction to how observational science is done because students must devise the observational procedure, make
timings, analyse them, and present results including uncertainties in a report. The experience of running this project as
part of a first-year university introduction to the grand ideas of physics is described, with suggestions for improvements
and to reduce cheating. Almost a third of students reported results within 1 second of the accepted value.

Keywords: Sidereal day; Observational project; Large classes

I saw Eternity the other night,
Like a great ring of pure and endless light,
All calm, as it was bright;
And round beneath it, Time in hours, days, years,
Driv’n by the spheres
Like a vast shadowmov’d; in which the world
And all her train were hurl’d.

— From The World, by the Welsh metaphysical poet Henry
Vaughan (1621-1695), used as an epigraph in a student report

1 Introduction

Observational work involving quantitative results presents
problems for the teacher of introductory astronomy. Having
students themselves make observations which they will subse-
quently analyse usually requires expensive and delicate equip-

ment, long bouts of supervision outside normal teaching hours,
and contingency arrangements in case of cloud. These difficul-
ties are multiplied if the class is large. Yet an introductory as-
tronomy class in which the student does not confront the real
sky is hollow.

There are, however, some projects that students can under-
take on their own with minimal equipment. Observations of the
lengths of midday shadows is one (Jackson, 2004; Kwok, 2004)
but requires student presence around noon, which can lead to
timetable clashes in a higher-education context. Understand-
ing variations of the lunar diameter, measured using a home-
made sighting device (Krisciunas, 2010), is probably too com-
plex – and the duration of observations too long – for an intro-
ductory class. In this note, I describe a short and conceptually-
simple project to determine the duration of the sidereal day that
I ran for six years (1988-1993) as part of the term-long ‘observ-
able universe’ component of a ‘grand ideas of physics’ first-year
course for arts and science students at the University of Canter-
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Figure 1. Various student sight lines. (a) The north-south side of a house. (b) A telescopic rifle sight lashed to a wooden bar nailed across a windown frame. Consid-
erable relashing was necessary to centre the target star (Rigel) in the gun sight. (c) The parallel edges of reflecting tape across the ends of a toilet roll, with the roll
itself taped to a window. Though this had the advantage of an ∼20◦ altitude range for chosing the target star, the short tube length produced inaccurate results.
(d) Alignment between a wooden batten nailed to the eaves of the student’s house and an overflow pipe many metres away on a neighbour’s roof. The pipe needed
illumination with a torch to be visible. Now that cameras are easily available in mobile phones, student reports will doubtless often include photographs of the sight
line.

bury in Christchurch, New Zealand. The full course involved two
lectures per week for three terms, or about 54 lectures in total,
and no backround in science or mathematics was assumed be-
yond early secondary school. Class size was about one hundred,
and from the instructor’s point of view, the only effect of a larger
or smaller number would be on the time required for marking.

For northern-hemisphere observers Monson (1992) sug-
gests finding the sidereal-day duration by plotting the positions
of Polaris and circumpolar stars over two or more hours using a
plastic sheet taped against a north-facing window. ‘Careful stu-
dents can easily come within 15 minutes of the accepted value
of 23h56m ,’ he states. For those with a reflex camera, star trails
provide an analogous method (Royal Observatory Greenwich,
2015). Eckroth (1996) describes using a fixed telescope and an
equatorial star to determine a value close to the expected dura-
tion.

The approach outlined here is similar to Eckroth’s, but re-
quires no telescope. It aims to give students a taste of how quan-
titative science is done. Besides forcing the students to confront
the sky, the project provides an introduction to the process of ex-
perimental science. The student must use initiative and pay at-
tention to detail in planning, learn to recognize a brightish star,
and make half-a-dozen or so timings. The project requires sim-
ple graphical analysis and the presentation of results and uncer-
tainties in a report. I shall suggest how some of the problems
encountered three decades ago can now be mitigated thanks
to technological advances.

2 Instructions to Students

The sidereal-day duration is determined by timing the transit of
a given star across a fixed sight line over several nights. Part of
a lecture and a three-page handout provided guidance to stu-
dents.

2.1 Star and sight line

Each student’s first task was to identify a recognisable star and
find or set up a suitable sight line that it will cross when he or
she expects to be free from other obligations such as residence-
hall dinner (or the pub). For greatest accuracy, the sight line
should be on the meridian and the star on the celestial equa-
tor. This equatorial requirement was not suggested so as not
to exclude sight lines to the south for which the stars of Crux
and the pointers might be known to the students. Nevertheless,
some students realized the desirability of an equatorial star. It
was suggested that about half a dozen timings should be taken
over an interval of about three weeks. In Aotearoa/New Zealand
(the Land of the Long White Cloud), poor weather (and social
commitments!) can easily extend this interval, against which
eventuality students were asked to ensure that their sight line
would still be crossed during the hours of darkness. Students
were asked to identify their star on a star chart, not least to avoid
any confusion with planets, which would yield incorrect results.

Students showed considerable ingenuity in finding their
sight lines (Fig. 1). The corners of university buildings and a
reproducible observation point provided many. North-south
building walls furnished others. Chimney stacks, water towers
and lamp posts were employed. In New Zealand many stu-
dents live at home, and they enjoyed wider possibilities, such as
stakes attached to fences or driven in the ground, or nails ham-
mered into walls, or sighting through plastic pipes. In a land
where hunting is common, several students were able to use
telescopic rifle sights. The individual nature of each student’s
star and sight line was of course a brake impeding copying of
other students’ observations.

As a whole, students were not good at identifying their tar-
get stars by name. Choosing a star and sight line are not inde-
pendent tasks and many target stars were doubtless not the
brightest ones that appear on simple star charts. Stars that stu-
dents did identify by name were bright ones: Regulus, Betel-
geuse, Rigel, Alphard, Sirius, Canopus and α & β Crucis, though
students noted that with a very bright star, like Sirius, its glare
could make timing difficult. Nowadays, the identification prob-
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lem is solved, as almost all students own orientation-sensitive
smartphones. Star identification is easy with freeware versions
of applications such as SkyView, which shows and identifies the
stars towards which the ’phone is pointing, down to fainter than
4th magnitude.

Sight line and star selected, students could encounter unex-
pected difficulties, such as chalk marks that washed off in the
rain, or rugby-club floodlights that rendered the target star in-
visible.

2.2 Timing

Students were asked to ensure that their timepiece was always
set to accurate time. For students in the late 1980s/early 1990s
that meant repeated comparisons with radio or TV time signals,
or the then-new talking-clock service or teletext clock. Nowa-
days, accurate time is more easily available. Smartphones syn-
chronize to standard time by a variety of means: from the mo-
bile network, from GPS satellites or if connected to the internet
via the Network Time Protocol (NTP), as do web sites such as
time.is, clock.zone and time.gov. Students were asked to state
in their reports how they ensured timings linked to standard
time. Some missed the important point that their timepiece
needed to be synchronized repeatedly because a watch that
gains or loses a few seconds a day leads to a result incorrect by
this amount. This is unlikely to be a problem now.

When making their timings, students needed to state their
criterion for establishing the instant of crossing and the uncer-
tainty they attached to it. Was one eye or two used? Averted vi-
sion? One student’s sight plane was defined by a window frame
and a distant lamp post, and refined by a needle with a large eye
that was stuck into the window frame. The student’s eye was
positioned so that timings were made when the star filled the
needle’s eye. Depending on how careful they were, students es-
timated the uncertainty in a single timing to be from 5 to 30
seconds. Those using a telescope or gun sight estimated 1 or 2
seconds.

2.3 Analysis

The students were asked to plot their crossing times against
date. The (negative) slope, in seconds per day, indicates how
much shorter the sidereal day is than 24 hours. Students were
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Figure 2. This student’s crossing times plotted against night number yielded
a whole-second sidereal-day duration of 23h 56m 03s . This second plot com-
pares the crossing times against those expected using this first-estimate dura-
tion. The full line is the student’s by-eye estimate of the best fit and has a slope
of 0.9 s/day. The student (the same as in Fig. 1 (d)) estimated timings uncer-
tain by 10 s, which from their scatter appears to be a slight over-estimate, and
excluded the timing on night 11 which he felt indicated some blunder. The
dashed lines show the extreme slopes the student considered just consistent
with the timings, yielding a final estimate for the duration of the sidereal day of
23h 56m 03.9s+1.3

–1.2 .

Table 1. Marking scheme.

Item %

Introduction and explanation of the sidereal day 10
Description of the observational procedure, including

orientation of the sight line, choice of star and timing
25

Presentation of data 10
Analysis of observations 15
Discussion of individual and final uncertainties 15
Suggested improvements 15
Clarity of exposition and analysis 5
English 5

not expected to know about linear regression (although the oc-
casional one did), so unless a student had been very careless,
this first, hand-plotted graph did not provide enough resolu-
tion to extract the full accuracy of the measurements: a pen-
cil line would be thicker than the uncertainties in the timings.
Students were therefore asked to round their derived slope to a
whole number of seconds and to calculate for each observation
(i) the crossing time predicted assuming this rounded slope,
and (ii) by how much the observed crossing time differed from
this prediction. Plotted against date, the slope of this second
graph of differences provided a correction. In addition, this sec-
ond graph allowed the exclusion of clearly discrepant observa-
tions. The timing uncertainty of the retained observations and
their scatter were used to provided an estimate of the uncer-
tainty in the final result via lines with a greater and a lesser slope
that the students felt were still, just, compatible with their ob-
servations (Fig. 2).

Many students found this analysis difficult, and there were
some suprising pitfalls. A few students were confused by the
change from daylight-saving to standard time in those years
when it occured during the project. Some less-numerate stu-
dents thought that the interval between day 1 and day N was
N, not N – 1. Another common error came in the calculation of
expected crossing times. Students usually chose one of their ac-
tual timings to correspond to zero difference, but did not appre-
ciate that this was a point just like any other in the second graph.
Students did not always realize that expected times needed to
be calculated from the round-number slope rather than the ac-
cepted value of the sidereal day – though in practice, of course,
this is a self-correcting error. Further comments follow in Sec-
tion 3.1.

Students were asked to write a report presenting their work,
including suggestions for improvements. It was suggested this
report did not need to be as long as 2000 words,

3 Student results

3.1 The duration of the sidereal day

Grading the first student reports in 1988 I immediately encoun-
tered two difficulties. First, it was necessary to devise a mark-
ing scheme to provide grading uniformity (Table 1). Secondly,
checking the analysis in a hundred or so reports was impossi-
bly time consuming. It was necessary to write an interactive,
linear-regression computer program into which I could quickly
input each student’s observations in order to see if the claimed
results were in accord with the reported timings. The program
made it easy to exclude any outlier points.

Fig. 3 (a) shows the results and uncertainties claimed by stu-
dents in the 1991 project year. As in earlier years, the majority
of students produced results close to the accepted duration of
23h 56m 04.0905s .

A handful of results clustered near 23h 55m 50s . The cause

time.is
clock.zone
time.gov
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Figure 3. Results from 1991. Not plotted are one result far outside the box
and four where no uncertainty was estimated. (a) Stack plot of the sidereal-day
length and its uncertainty, as derived by the students. The claimed uncertainty
is often smaller than the symbol size. The blue vertical line indicates the ac-
cepted value of 23h 56m 04.1s . Forty-seven out of 74 results fall within ±4 s
of this value; 39 within 2 s; and 32 within 1 s. Students using gun sights pro-
duced results accurate to 0.1 s. There is a small cluster of results around 23h

55m 50s , discussed in Section 3.1. (b) The students’ reported sidereal-day du-
ration compared with my linear-regression analysis of their timings. The red
diagonal line indicates equality. The values differ by less than ±4 s in 53 out
of 74 cases. (c) It is difficult to compare the students’ final uncertainties with
those I derived from linear regression in panel (b), so here they are plotted on
logarithmic scales, where the red diagonal line indicates equality.

was as follows. To illustrate the graphical analysis, invented tim-
ings were presented and analysed in the handout. They pro-
duced a sidereal-day duration close to 23h 55m 50s . Despite
the fact that it was stated in bold face that these timings and the
result were entirely fictitious, some students evidently thought
their own result should accord with the example.

Did some students delude themselves, mistakenly expect-
ing crossing times ∼4m 10s earlier each night? No doubt some
did, but over three weeks that corresponds to an accumulated
error of an improbable 5 minutes. A few students clearly got
lost in the graphical analysis and sexagesimal arithmetic, with
derived durations far from those implied by their reported tim-
ings (Fig. 3 (b)). However, a rump of students evidently falsified
their timings, reporting ones that were highly consistent with
the fictitious 23h 55m 50s value given in the handout. Another
fraud was clear when a student looked up the expected solar-
sidereal difference correctly, but applied it in the wrong sense in
his fabricated observations, producing a target star that crossed
later each night. Perhaps falsified timings are unsurprising. In-
venting and altering data were among the top cheating activi-
ties amongst English university students reported by Newstead
et al. (1996).

To counter all this, I strengthened the handout wording
and lecture presentation, suppressing words such as fictitious,
which it transpired were unknown to some students. I also
asked students to present their project report in two halves, the
first with their timings, so they would be committed to them,
and the second with their analysis. The number of results near
23h 55m 50s declined from its peak in the first year but was not
completely extinguished, as Fig. 3 (a) testifies. One must also
wonder how many students were savvy enough to escape de-
tection with fabricated timings based on the true sidereal-day
duration.

Nowadays, with easy internet connectivity, it would be possi-
ble for the instructor to set up an interactive web page on which
students would report their crossing times within, say, 48 hours
of making them. This should reduce the prevalence of fraud. In
addition, various checks could be programmed. Are observa-
tions reported for nights that were cloudy? If the target star is
known, does the the crossing time correspond to the azimuth
of the claimed sight line? If by-hand analysis is felt to be too
much for the students, the analysis could be programmed into
the web page, or effected with other tools such as spreadsheet
software like Excel.

Figure 3 (c) compares the uncertainties stated by the stu-
dents with those I obtained by linear regression. There are
many cases where the students have significantly under- or
over-estimated their uncertanties, but it is striking that most
are essentially in agreement with the linear-regression values,
although larger by a factor of about two (0.3 in the logarithm).
The students were asked to estimate the range of sidereal-day
durations just consistent with their data. The mean uncertainty
plotted here is half this range and obviously this ‘two-σ’ value
would be expected to be about twice that obtained by linear
regression, as seen.

One year a number of students stated that the accepted
length of the sidereal day was 23h56m03s , which on investiga-
tion was the erroneous value given by one of the astronomy text
books in the University Library (Jastrow and Thompson, 1984).
An occasional, well-informed student noted that because of the
precession of the equinoxes the sidereal day is shorter than the
rotation period of the Earth by 0.0084 s.

3.2 Suggested improvements

Students suggested a number of possible improvements, such
as a head brace to keep the eye still, working in pairs with one
student watching the star and the other the time, working in
the less-cloudy summer months, working away from the city
and its lights, using a watch with a lighted dial, using a fixed
telescope or gun sight, observing over a longer interval – and
restricting social life! One student invoked the possibility of pho-
tographing star trails. A history student with math anxiety sug-
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gested help from a more-numerate friend. ’Finally, if I were to re-
peat this experiment,’ wrote another student, ‘I would not take
my readings outside a house that has a great big dog stationed
on the front lawn.’

4 Conclusion

Asking students to determine the duration of the sidereal day
is a project that is suited to large classes, and could even be
used in on-line courses. Besides introducing students to the sky,
it parallels real research – devising an observational procedure,
making observations, analysing them, and reporting the results.
These are of course useful skills beyond introductory astronomy.
As with all independent work, there are opportunities for cheat-
ing but they can be reduced by using the strategies outlined.

Many students were thrilled by their interaction with the real
night sky. ‘This project was, in my opinion, very exciting and
satisfying,’ wrote one. As a university teacher, I have always
thought, to paraphrase Plutarch, that education is the kindling
of a flame, not the filling of a vessel (Babbitt, 1927). I was partic-
ularly touched by the words of another student: ‘This project
has made me stop and take stock,’ she wrote. ‘Previously I
thought that a day was a day, 24 hours, now I have found an-
other type. I wonder how many more things I take for granted
have hidden or partly hidden companions!!’
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Abstract
A lab activity for teaching students the fundamentals of statistical analysis by timing pulsar periods is described. The
electromagnetic pulses of pulsars have been mapped to sound and uploaded on social media channels, allowing
students to “listen” to the beat of the pulsar. Because these beats are extraordinarily precise, they can serve as cyclic
events of known time duration. The three-step process described in this article first requires that students select a
timing method of low random error found by comparing standard deviations between two suggested methods. In the
second step, students reduce systematic error by calibrating their optimal method using a pulsar of known time
duration. Finally, students time an unknown pulsar (the mystery pulsar) using the optimal method chosen in Step 1
and calibrating out the bias found in Step 2. By expressing their results in terms of confidence intervals, they use a
professional pulsar database to identify the mystery pulsar. Because students are not informed of the identity of the
pulsar until after they turn in their lab reports, they are compelled to perform the measurements as carefully and
objectively as possible. This activity provides a perfect vehicle for astronomy labs at the beginning of a semester —
including online instruction — because it requires no prior instruction in astronomy and no equipment other than the
stopwatch on a cell phone and internet connection. Furthermore, this activity offers an introduction to pulsars and such
physics topics as magnetism and the conservation of angular momentum.

Keywords: Pulsars; Error analysis; Standard deviation; Standard error; Confidence intervals

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

A recent article described a three-step procedure for teaching
students to conduct scientific measurement that reduces ran-
dom and systematic error (Walkup et al., 2019). That article re-
lied on the use of a light pulse generated by an Arduino. The ac-
tivity described here uses the same three-step procedure, but
replaces the Arduino with the electromagnetic pulse of a pulsar.

The pedagogical purposes of the lab activity discussed here
mirrors that in Walkup et al. (2019). For one, this activity at-

tempts to supplant the traditional verification lab, where stu-
dents simply complete stepwise procedures to verify physics
concepts learned in lecture, with more career-oriented experi-
mental strategies likely to be used by practicing scientists and
engineers. Furthermore, since students in the lab activity de-
scribed here do not know the values of the physical properties
they are measuring until after they turn in their lab reports, the
laboratory activity described here helps diminish the confirma-
tion bias and outright fudging that students often employ to
enhance the success of their experiment and, therefore, earn a
higher grade.
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Table 1. Pulsars available on the author’s YouTube channel, with periods omitted from view (Walkup, 2020a,b,c,d,e). The periods are rounded
to the nearest 0.001 seconds given that ordinary timing devices available to students only measure to the 0.01 seconds. The sources for each
pulsar sound file are also tabulated (Department of Astronomy Cornell University, 2006; Pulsar Central, 2000).

Label Pulsar Period(s) Link Source

Pulsar A B2020+28 0.343 https://youtu.be/sfJDeKSa2O8 RadioSky.com
Pulsar B B0329+54 0.716 https://youtu.be/DWl08PjTRe4 RadioSky.com
Pulsar C B0833-45 0.089 https://youtu.be/E7uA5Zn9RlQ Cornell
Pulsar D B0950+08 0.253 https://youtu.be/2D1RxKT3mxg RadioSky.com
Pulsar E B1933+16 0.359 https://youtu.be/HUAltLCuWoM Cornell

1.2 Pulsars

Pulsars are the remnants of massive stars that have collapsed
under their own weight. The resulting supernovae leave behind
neutron stars of immense density but much smaller size. Be-
cause the moment of inertia of a neutron star is dwarfed by that
of the original star, conservation of angular momentum makes
the neutron star spin at incredibly high rates. Spin frequencies
range from 0.04 Hz for PSR J0250+5854 all the way up to 716
Hz for pulsar PSR J1748-2446ad (Hessels et al., 2006; Tan et al.,
2018).

Pulsars emit beams of electromagnetic radiation along their
magnetic axes. Because the axis of rotation of a pulsar does
not necessarily correspond to its magnetic axis, this radiation
functions similarly to a navigation beam for any observer that
crosses its path. As such, the pulsar appears to “pulse” in much
the same way that a lighthouse appears to pulse to someone
on a ship.

Some astronomers have recently mapped the electromag-
netic pulses of pulsars to sound and others have loaded these
files onto YouTube for easy playing (Department of Astronomy
Cornell University, 2006; Pulsar Central, 2000; s7Range, 2018)
This allows students to “hear” the pulses of the pulsar with noth-
ing more than an internet connection.

The goal of this lab activity is for students to identity a mys-
tery pulsar by timing its period. Most sources of pulsar sound
files also note the true periods of the pulsars, therefore negat-
ing their use as a mystery pulsar. In response, one of the au-
thors (Walkup) has uploaded some of the clearer sound files to
separate YouTube pages (Walkup, 2020b,c,d,e). These pulsars
are listed in Table 1

2 Method

In this laboratory activity, students attempt to identify an un-
known (at least to them) pulsar by timing its period, then enter-
ing their results into an online database. Although seemingly
simple, their ability to obtain a result that exactly matches that
of the unknown pulsar is effectively zero because of both ran-
dom and systematic error. At best, they can only obtain a range
of periods for which they can say the unknown pulsar "most
likely" or "almost certainly" resides.

2.1 Reducing random error

The first step in this activity is to diminish random error by choos-
ing a timing method that produces minimal variation in results.
Using two different timing methods, students measure the
standard deviation (Eqn.1) in each, where Ti represents the ith
individual period measurement and T̄ represents the average
of all N measurements. Students simply choose that method
which produces the smallest standard deviation.1

1 Strictly speaking, students should use the population standard deviation
σ rather than the sample standard deviation s. However, since they are

s =

√∑N
i=1 (T̄ – Ti)2

N – 1
(1)

The laboratory assistant can offer any number of different
timing methods to students. For example, students can com-
pare the precision between using a stopwatch and the timer
on their cell phones. Because we were forced to teach online,
we could not expect students to possess a stopwatch, so we
changed the methods to the following:

1. Measure the time between each pulse using 5 trials.
2. Measure the time it takes for 5 pulses to complete, then

dividing by 5.

Students should note that the total time of measurement is
the same in both cases; only the manner in which the time is di-
vided differs between the two. In our lab, we relate this time of
measurement in terms of observatory cost, that is, both meth-
ods will cost the astronomy team the same in terms of money
and labour, but one would likely prove more precise than the
other. In this sense, this first step offers a glimpse into data-
driven decision making.

2.2 Reducing systematic error

In Step 2, students use the optimal method found in Step 1 to
measure the period of a pulsar with a disclosed period. By com-
paring their sample mean to that of the known period, they de-
termine the bias in their optimal method. This bias allows them
to correct for systematic error through calibration. For exam-
ple, if students obtained a period of 0.52 seconds for a pulsar of
known duration 0.50 seconds, then they know to calibrate any
future results by subtracting 0.02 seconds, in principle eliminat-
ing the systematic error in their measurements.

2.3 Estimating unknowns

In Step 3, students use the optimal method found in Step 1 to
time the period of a mystery pulsar, correcting for the bias found
in Step 2. They also calculate the standard error

SE =
s
N

(2)

in their results by hand or using a spreadsheet. They then
translate this standard error into the language of confidence in-
tervals straddling the sample mean of their results. For students
new to statistics, we have found the following explanations help-
ful:

only comparing one standard deviation with the other, such a distinction
serves no practical purpose.

https://youtu.be/sfJDeKSa2O8
https://youtu.be/DWl08PjTRe4
https://youtu.be/E7uA5Zn9RlQ
https://youtu.be/2D1RxKT3mxg
https://youtu.be/HUAltLCuWoM
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1. The period of the unknown pulsar most likely ranges be-
tween Tlow to Thigh , where Tlow and Thigh represent 1 SE
above and below the sample mean, respectively. Note that
“most likely” corresponds to roughly a 68% likelihood.

2. The period of the unknown pulsar almost certainly ranges
between Tlow to Thigh, where Tlow and Thigh represent
2 SE above and below the sample mean, respectively,
where "almost certainly" corresponds to roughly a 95%
likelihood.

Students then enter these ranges into the search tool pro-
vided by the ATNF Pulsar Catalogue using the variable P0,
which represents the barycentric period of the pulsar (Manch-
ester et al., 2005; Australia Telescope National Facility, 2020).
The database then generates a list of pulsars that fall within
these ranges. These pulsars serve as "likely culprits" for the mys-
tery pulsar.

For example, students that obtain an average pulse of 0.044
seconds with a standard error of 0.001 seconds can assume the
period of the mystery pulsar “most likely” falls between 0.043
and 0.045 seconds and "almost certainly" falls between 0.042
and 0.046 seconds2 . Inserting the command "P0 > 0.043 &&
P0 < 0.045" into the text field titled "Condition" generates the
three pulsar candidates in Table 2. Using a range generated by
±2 SE, we can generate the larger number of pulsars in Table 3
for which the unknown pulsar almost certainly is listed (assum-
ing that students have effectively calibrated away systematic er-
ror in Step 2).

3 Results

A total of 33 students enrolled in a calculus-based introductory
physics laboratory course completed the pulsar activity during
the Northern Hemisphere Spring 2020 semester. The authors
omitted 8 students from consideration because they displayed
no meaningful effort to complete the activity, leaving 25 stu-
dents in the sample. Of these, 5 were able to produce a list of
pulsars containing the identity of the mystery pulsar.

Gauging success proved difficult. For example, a few stu-
dents (5) failed to provide a list containing the mystery pulsar,
but largely because their confidence intervals were so small
that all but the tiniest bias pushed their range of periods too
far from the true period. In this sense, the more careful they
conducted Step 1, the less likely they would find suitable can-
didates for the mystery pulsar. Alternatively, sloppy timing
would produce such large confidence intervals that a student’s
chances of producing a list containing the mystery pulsar would
grow. As such, we graded the students’ lab reports holistically
based on their ability to generate reasonably small confidence
intervals and reduce bias.

The number of pulsars students listed in the 68% confidence
interval ranged from 11 to 17, with 21 to 30 in the 95% con-
fidence interval 3 . Ten students relied on a mean period that
was so far from the true that any meaningful reflection on their
results would have uncovered an obvious mistake. with signifi-
cant differences that could have been easily found (e.g.: it was
easy to see that the measured period was way too large).

2 Out of concerns for brevity, we are using a relatively short pulse as an ex-
ample in this article because there are relatively few pulsars that have
such periods. For the same reason, we chose a standard error more pre-
cise than the students can obtain with a simple stop watch. As such, stu-
dents will generate much a much larger list of pulsars than shown here.

3 One student only listed one pulsar, the correct one. We consider this re-
sult an anomaly.

Table 2. Pulsars generated by the ATNF Pulsar Catalogue with pe-
riods ranging ± 1 SE about the sample mean of 0.044 seconds, as-
suming SE = 0.001 seconds.

No. Pulsar Frequency (Hz) Period (s)

1 J0557-2948 22.91337153767 0.0436426389
2 J1157-5112 22.94144832067 0.04358922706
3 J1813-1749 22.37171236 0.04469930526

Table 3. Same as Table 2, but using a confidence interval of ± 2 SE.

No. Pulsar Frequency (Hz) Period (s)

1 J0453+1559 21.8427329517106 0.04578181687
2 J0557-2948 22.91337153767 0.0436426389
3 J1157-5112 22.94144832067 0.04358922706
4 J1813-1749 22.37171236 0.04469930526
5 J0453+1559 21.8427329517106 0.04578181687
6 J1454-5846 22.10004678013 0.045248773

4 Discussion

Although a challenge, results show that with enough care stu-
dents can generate a reasonably small number of pulsars con-
taining the identity of the mystery pulsar. This activity does not
involve any more knowledge of astronomy than the lab instruc-
tor desires. As such, it poses a useful lab activity for the first few
weeks of instruction and addresses many concepts in error anal-
ysis that students will need for the remainder of the semester.
For example, this activity provides useful dialog in terms of sig-
nificant figures, as students will try to input ridiculously precise
values into the database. Typically, students fail to appreciate
the importance of significant figures and treat them simply as
a requirement they must satisfy so as to not lose scoring credit.
In this activity, paying heed to significant figures changes the
range of periods they submit to the ATNF database and there-
fore the number of pulsars the database will offer.

This activity also clarifies the difference between the stan-
dard deviation from the standard error. Students only use the
standard deviation in Step 1 because at that point they only
care which of the two methods produces results with the least
variation. They rely on the standard error in Step 3 because they
need an estimation of how far their sample mean will range
from the true mean. This activity also clearly delineates random
from systematic error because each type of error is examined in
its own step of the process. Furthermore, the impact of random
error and systematic clarify: Systematic error pushes the confi-
dence interval away from the true sample mean. This means
that their list might not include the mystery pulsar at all.

A large random error, however, generates a list too large.
While the mystery pulsar may be listed in the results, the huge
number of listed pulsars makes the results worthless. These
considerations post challenges for any objective attempt to
grade lab reports simply on whether students included a list
with the mystery pulsar in it. We suggest holistically grading
students’ results based on two considerations: (a) Does the size
of their confidence interval indicate careless timing in Step 1
and (b) does the bias in their results indicate substandard cali-
bration in Step 2?
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Abstract
This is a brief review of my long-term project to create annotated resource guides for astronomy educators and their
students. The college-level guides focus on a range of astronomical topics, such as “Women in Astronomy,” “Science
Fiction and Astronomy,” “Black Lives in Astronomy,” “Music Inspired by Astronomy,” “Light Pollution, Radio Interference,
and Satellite Swarms,” etc. Their aim is to bring together pointers to a range of reliable and interesting materials for
instruction, discussion, or student projects in one convenient and easy-to-find place.

Keywords: Resources; Interdisciplinary; Bibliographies; Instructional Materials; Journals; Diversity

1 Origin and History of the Project

The resource guides began to take shape when the author was
editor of Mercury magazine at the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific (ASP) during the 1970’s and 1980’s. Rather than featur-
ing individual book reviews, which other astronomical publica-
tions were already doing, we hit on the idea of reviewing intro-
ductory materials on a specific topic, and including magazine
articles as well as books. This was before the World Wide Web ex-
isted, when finding relevant materials for teaching or outreach
was more laborious.

Among these first efforts were:

• A Subject Index to Astronomy in Scientific American Maga-
zine (Fraknoi, 1977b)

• Interdisciplinary Approaches to Astronomy (Fraknoi, 1977a)
• The Sun: A Reading List (Fraknoi, 1977c)
• Close Encounters with [Astronomical] Pseudoscience (Fra-

knoi, 1978)
• Computer Programs in Astronomy (Mosley and Fraknoi,

1985)

Eventually, the guides became independent of the mag-
azine, and were printed (and, occasionally, specially writ-
ten) for workshops for teachers (in the ASP’s Universe in

the Classroom series) and symposia for Astronomy 101 in-
structors (in the ASP’s Cosmos in the Classroom series.)
Later, some of those guides were collected in the ASP’s
The Universe at Your Fingertips, which became available as
a DVD-ROM (https://myasp.astrosociety.org/product/DV122/
the-universe-at-your-fingertips-20-dvd-rom).

The contents of the guides began to cover a wider range of
subjects, including a longer resource covering the contributions
of women to astronomy and a catalog of music inspired by as-
tronomy.

In the decade of that began in 2011, some of the existing
guides, and many new ones, were moved to the ASP’s web-
page (now at: https://astrosociety.org/education-outreach/
education-resources.html) and also to the web page: http://
www.fraknoi.com/resource-guides-on-astronomy-education/.

More recently, the most-often requested guides have been
assigned convenient, short URLs, using the bit.ly notation. In
the next section, we list and explain some of the guides that
seem to be the most useful for educators. Bear in mind that
all the guides focus on non-technical materials, so that they are
accessible to both educators and students. And all the guides
are limited to materials available in English.
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2 Current Guides Available on the Web

2.1 Guides Related to Diversity

The Contributions of Women to Astronomy: http://bit.
ly/astronomywomen gives resources on the general issues that
women have faced (and continue to face) in astronomy, and
then suggests books, articles, and webpage about the life and
work of 37 women: 20 living scientists, and 17 noted women of
the past. In addition, there are one or two resources for another
24 women about whom less non-technical material is available.

Black Lives in Astronomy: http://bit.ly/blackastro pro-
vides published and web resources on the lives and work of 26
black astronomers in North America, selected because mate-
rial about them was easily available to students. It begins with
a short section on the general topic of the challenges and tri-
umphs of black astronomers.

The Astronomy of Many Cultures: http://bit.ly/
astrocultures is designed to make U.S. students more familiar
with the astronomical contributions and thinking of cultures
outside North America and Europe. While it is no way complete,
it does provide materials for an introduction to the astronomy
of the indigenous people of Central and South America, Asia,
Africa, Polynesia, and Australia.

2.2 Guides to Interdisciplinary Approaches

Science Fiction Stories with Good Astronomy: http://bit.ly/
astroscifi is an annotated catalog of written science fiction
that has reasonable science as its basis. It is organized by as-
tronomy topic, so you can look up good novels and stories to
recommend on black holes, Mars, or SETI, for example. A num-
ber of the short stories are now available on the Web and URLs
are provided .

Music Inspired by Astronomy: http://bit.ly/
astronomymusic is another annotated catalog, of pieces of
music that are based on serious astronomy (and not just a
casual mention of the Moon.) It includes both classical and
popular music, and is organized by astronomy topic. It is
limited to pieces that are available on disk or on the Web. Don’t
miss the Supernova Sonata, the Hubble Cantata, or the five
rock and roll songs about black holes!

Plays and Films Inspired by Astronomy: http://bit.ly/
astroplays is a shorter listing of selected plays and movies (in En-
glish) that feature astronomers as characters or revolve around
astronomical ideas or history. This list is in its first editions and
needs additional suggestions.

Responding to Astronomical Pseudo-science: http://
bit.ly/astropseudoscience is a guide to resources to help as-
tronomers or their students learn the skeptical, rational perspec-
tive about such “fiction sciences” as astrology, UFOs as alien
spaceships, ancient astronauts, crop circles, creationism (or in-
telligent design), astronomical doomsdays, and much more.

(Note: In 2021, particularly in the U.S., an enormous amount
of gullible media attention is being paid to military images and
videos that are claimed to show mysterious spaceships with
unexplainable behavior. But investigators have found earth-
bound explanations that are much more reasonable. A new
one-page guide to web resources on these and other UFO is-
sues is newly available at: http://bit.ly/ufoskeptic)

This Day in Astronomical History: http://bit.ly/
astrodates is a month-by-month calendar of 158 astronomical
anniversaries or events to enrich a class or talk, including
a number involving work by women. (And, unlike most
such calendars, the emphasis is not on human spaceflight
anniversaries, but on real astronomical research.)

2.3 Guides for Teaching Astronomy

Doing Astronomy Outreach and Education When You Can’t
Go Out: http://bit.ly/astrooutreach is a recent compilation of
resources for doing remote education and outreach (both by
necessity during the pandemic, and by choice at other times.)
The guide also includes other lists of resources created by vet-
eran educators and by crowdsourcing.

Short AstronomyVideos toGowith EachChapter of Open-
Stax Astronomy: http://bit.ly/shortastronomyvideos is an an-
notated listing of free videos in English, available on the web,
each shorter than 10 minutes, to help illustrate and illuminate
astronomy concepts. The catalog is keyed to the free, on-line,
open-source, introductory astronomy textbook for which I am
the lead author, but can be used with any other course materi-
als as well. Many NASA and ESA videos are included and orga-
nized by topic.

Sources of Astronomy Images: http://bit.ly/
astronomyimages is a brief, incomplete list of where begin-
ners in astronomy education can find the largest catalogs of
astronomy images to use in their work. I apologize that the
emphasis is on sources where captions are available in English.

M.O.O.S.E: Menu of Outreach Opportunities for Science
Education: http://bit.ly/AASMOOSE (all caps) is a web docu-
ment, put together for the American Astronomical Society’s
Astronomy Ambassadors program, to provide early-career as-
tronomers with resources, guidelines, and opportunities for do-
ing outreach. The focus is on the US, but the majority of re-
sources could be adapted for astronomy outreach in other coun-
tries.

Astronomy and Humor: http://bit.ly/astrohumoris a short,
selective list of sources for astronomical jokes, cartoon, and
other humorous materials – to spice up a talk, a final exam, or
post-conference visit to a bar.

2.4 Miscellaneous Guides

Light Pollution and Dark Skies : http://bit.ly/darkskyguide
is beginner’s guide to issues where human activities are pos-
ing a problem for astronomical research. Designed, as all these
guides are, so students can also use them, it includes nontechni-
cal explanations of the problem and proposed solutions. Other
topics included are radio interference and satellite swarms.

Pluto and the Kuiper Belt: http://bit.ly/plutokuiper is a
2019 guide to introductory readings about Pluto the dwarf
planet, the controversy of its classification, and its exploration
by New Horizons. It also focuses on the Kuiper Belt, the flyby of
the KBO previously known as Ultima Thule (now officially called
Arrokoth) and the first claims of a Planet Nine in the belt.

An Index to the ASP’s Mercury Magazine: http://bit.ly/
mercuryindex is a listing of all the main articles that appeared
from 1972 through 2019 in the Astronomical Society of the Pa-
cific’s popular-level magazine. You can find collections of Mer-
cury in all the libraries that have the journal Publications of the
ASP. Many noted astronomers explained their work for the non-
scientist in the pages of this magazine.

Recently, I have put together a one-page catalog with links
to all my active resource guides in one convenient place. You
can find it at: http://bit.ly/fraknoiguides

3 Other Guides and Future Efforts

Between 2001 and 2013, I served as Founding Co-editor, and
later as editorial consultant, for Astronomy Education Review,
a refereed journal on astronomy education, published first
by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories and then
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by the American Astronomical Society. A subject index to all
the published issues is available at: https://aas.org/teach/
subject-index-papers-astronomy-education-review-2001-2013
It can serve as a good introduction to the state of astronomy
education research in those years. A number of other guides,
some now a few years old, are featured at the two web
addresses given toward the end of section 1, above. I try to
update each of the guides every few years or so, but it’s a bit
random when each one has its turn. I very much welcome
suggestions for any of these guides. My hope is that they can,
in some small way, make the efforts of astronomy educators
more effective and point them in useful directions.
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Abstract
We discuss the proposal of teaching General Relativity and its spin-offs (black holes, gravitational waves, cosmology) as
a part of the High School curriculum, a task already undertaken by a few countries. We point out the importance of this
proposal for the students and some possible reasons for the resistance of educators and scientists. A suggestion about
how to circumvent the well-known mathematical and conceptual difficulties associated with this formidable task is
made. It is not enough to stay at a qualitative level of explanation for High School students, although it would be
desirable and positive at younger ages.

Keywords: Teaching General Relativity; Mathematical content; Secondary School

1 General Relativity, "Modern Physics"
and Teaching

A strong argument for the 21st century as "the Century of
Gravitation" can be made based on the advances in theoreti-
cal/observational Cosmology (Daniel et al., 2010; Ishak, 2019),
study and imaging of real black holes (Akiyama et al., 2019;
Eckart et al., 2017)(including the Nobel Prize that was recently
awarded to three scientists for their work on the supermassive
black hole at the Milky Way center (Schirber, 2020), discovery of
gravitational waves (Abbott et al., 2016) and other important de-
velopments (Joshi and Malafarina, 2011; Kochanek et al., 2001;
McKee and Ostriker, 2007; Metcalf et al., 2019). These wonderful
facts, with frequent presence in the media, are unified by their
fundamental Relativistic character, that is, Newtonian gravitation
is not enough to support and explain the new findings. Our main
point in this short Opinion text is that while it may be enough to
introduce some qualitative material related to gravitation before
High School, it is imperative to bring some quantitative/formal
approach for High School students for a number of reasons in-
cluding the very nature of Sciences. In the long run, we believe
that a qualitative, conceptual approach leads to the loss of a

fundamental connection with other branches of science. We
elaborate on this point below.

It is no secret that under the time-dependent name of "Mod-
ern Physics", still widely used in schools and introductory uni-
versity courses, groups a bunch of disciplines that are a century
old or so. The lag between the educational content in hard sci-
ences and the frontier knowledge shared by the scientists is
enormous and has been put at the center of the debate many
times (Goldader, 2002; Pasachoff, 2002). The rise of General
Relativity (GR) as a concrete frontier topic adds a new twist to
an old problem: What should we teach? and how?

Several colleagues would certainly agree with attempts to
"close the gap". As a matter of fact, there are a handful of con-
crete initiatives to introduce these topics to catch up with the
research news and give the students a broader perspective of
science and the knowledge of the world. South Korea, Norway,
Scotland (Kersting et al., 2018) are nationally engaged, and other
countries like Australia feature Centres of Excellence and people
dedicated to follow this path (Blair et al., 2016). We concretely
target High School students, mature enough to be attained by
quantitative and conceptual arguments, some of them possibly
on their way to a career in science. In this sense, the material
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developed for younger students is very valuable since each age
group needs a different instructional approach, and a qualitative
one would be excellent for them.

Closing this gap is definitely important, but not only for "catch-
ing up" purposes. For a High School student to have a real
glimpse of some GR concepts, as well as their applicability, could
be of extraordinary and unparalleled value for his/her genuine in-
terest in science, even for those that will be heading to different
activities.

Here, we are not talking about a highly non-trivial spacetime
metric and, say, "non-ideal" energy-momentum tensor, to com-
pute the Einstein tensor components, derive the Einstein field
equations and even solve them for all variables involved. We are,
for example, encouraging the teaching of the metric (tensor) first
notions, perhaps by quoting that the metric tensor is what rules
the measuring of distances in curved spaces. The introduction
of Minkowski metric is very welcome as an elegant shortcut to
Euclidian space.

We also believe a deep approach of Einstein’s equivalence
principle is wholesome for High School students, bringing to stu-
dents the possibility of wondering about distinguishing between
"purely acceleration" and gravitation effects is certainly of great
value. This could also prompt them to search for a profound
understanding of coordinate systems and coordinate transfor-
mations. Finally, the tidal forces calculation should inform the
learner if they are dealing with a false (due simply to coordinate
transformations) or genuine gravitational field.

A closer examination to the material and topics presented to
the students about GR gravitation reveals that the vast majority
is of qualitative character, and also that new approaches to the
education (like the use of cartoons, videos, etc.) are widely used
for this task. It seems that there is a consensus on the difficul-
ties of concepts of GR topics, and an implicit recognition that
a formal approach is out of question. In other words, that "the
mathematics is not there till we put it there" (A.S. Eddington)
and that concepts precede the mathematical description. We
face here a first problem: many "hard" scientists would feel that
the essential part of gravitation is lost without any mathematical
formulation. In fact, this can be traced back to an old resonance
among scientists of Galileo’s words:

"The universe] cannot be read until we have learnt the language
and become familiar with the characters in which it is written. It
is written in mathematical language, and the letters are triangles,
circles and other geometrical figures, without which means it is
humanly impossible to comprehend a single word." (G. Galilei, Il
Saggiatore, p.175)

and the very evolution of hard sciences as well, which can be
qualified as "hermetical", that is, need preparation on specific
tools and ideas to advance.

In fact, the relation of mathematics and the rest of "hard sci-
ences" seems to be based to a good extent on a kind of symbiosis,
in which the formal mathematical formulation is not optional,
but rather is a part of the logos (McDonnell, 2017). These kinds
of beliefs are in fact the basis of modern science curricula for
hard sciences. While this has never been a problem, for example,
for biological sciences, the "softening" of physics and astronomy,
even with the purpose of making accessible difficult subjects,
would prompt some degree of rejection among the practitioners.
As an example, it is clear that the survival of basic topics in High
School curricula is based on the conviction that they are impor-
tant, a doorway to more complicated things, but also on the
fact that they are "doable" mathematically, even if restricted to
simple exercises and problems, for example, kinematics, thermal
physics and other well-known topics.

We believe that if teaching GR implies giving up mathematics
as part of the logos, this would prompt a long-term change in the
very concept of hard sciences, something seen as undesirable

to say the least. It is not too early to pretend an exposure of High
School students to a set of carefully designed quantitative topics
related to GR.

2 Which is the path forward?

Having gauged the situation of gravitational physics, we must
address the question of what to do with education?. There are
a number of resources not yet explored for the construction of
a viable approach to GR and other difficult subjects, in which
not only the concepts but also the formal formulations are dif-
ficult, such as quantum mechanics. Recently, the application
of Bruner’s ideas (Bruner, 2003)to a narrative contribution to
GR has been suggested (Cardoso and Gurgel, 2013), as identi-
fied in Einstein’s methodology. Gedankenexperiments are quite
related to this task. In addition, the exploration of a less formal
approach to the mathematical content present, for example in
the famous work by Misner, Thorne and Wheeler (2017)2017.
We believe this latter approach, when properly adapted to the
High School level, could be a bridge between purely concep-
tual teaching and a kind of "math without math", pointed to
recover the very essence of the symbiosis between physics and
mathematics.

The whole idea is a kind of "verbal mathematics" first, aimed
to illuminate the deep meaning of relations between physical
quantities. An example is Newton’s Law written as:

variation of velocity ∝ force (1)

followed by a proper discussion and formalization leading
to

–→
F = m × –→a that is, giving time and tools to grasp a more

abstract form of physical reasoning through mathematics. Such
a path can be also followed towards GR expressions, such as the
renowned field equations written as:

curvature of spacetime ∝ distribution of matter/energy (2)

at least those involving scalar and vector quantities. Of course,
in this case it is mandatory for the students to previously perceive
the space-time concept and its non-absolute character, possibly
through the well-known rubber sheet experiment (one can also
get in touch with Reference (Stachel, 2005)), stressing to the
students the difficulty in curving space with a simple numerical
estimate. Overall, a kind of "computational thinking" would be
developed by students and the main ideas will be encoded by
some symbols, ultimately, this is what mathematics is all about.

The connection with "Newtonian analogues" could also be
explored. In fact, a "quasi-Newtonian" approach would be an
important step forward for a variety of important topics, such
as black holes and gravitational waves. For example, Friedmann
equations were written in a Newtonian mood (Misner et al., 2017,
p. 708). The quasi-Newtonian derivation of the Schwarzschild
radius R = 2GM

c2 (Visser, 2005) is another example. Finally, we note
that well-suited material, involving pre-calculus and geometry
targeted to these tasks exists (Kraus and Zahn, 2018; Schutz,
2003; Zahn and Kraus, 2014, 2018) and would be an excellent
starting point to conduct large-scale educational research aimed
to test how it leads to significant learning (Ausubel, 2000) and
what can be done to improve its efficiency in the classroom.

In short, it is clear that a long-term investigation of this possi-
bility and its testing with professors and students is ahead and,
in many cases, already available, a feasible yet involved peda-
gogical strategic project with ample applicability. The important
point to be stressed again is not to give up a minimal degree of
formalization without trying.
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As a final statement, we strongly agree with the introduction
of General Relativity (and other topics) in High School, but be-
lieve that a qualitative, conceptual approach only causes a loss
of a fundamental connection with other branches of science.
It is sometimes observed that a procedure like this is enough
to "separate", for example, astronomy from physics, as if fun-
damentally different things. Is it enough to teach astronomy
and physics qualitatively than nothing at all? Yes, at least in
elementary school, but we should also attempt to develop a vi-
able approach suited to this new challenge for the High School
level. This is possible and would be important to retain the hard
science character of these disciplines, while also reinforcing the
unity of sciences in a concrete fashion. A hard science taught
"without mathematics" is not an achievement we should be
proud of.
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